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Robert Edison Sandiford
EDITORIAL

Horace I. Goddard: A Commitment to Community
Horace I. Goddard, who passed away November 20, 2020, aged 73, was to many a wellregarded Montreal writer. Among his books were the novel Child of the Jaguar Spirit
(2009) and The Long Drums (1986), a poetry collection. His short story “In the Light of
Darkness” appeared in Beyond Sangre Grande: Caribbean Writing Today (2011), edited by
Cyril Dabydeen.
Born in Barbados February 10, 1947, Horace immigrated to Canada in 1969,
settling in Quebec. His themes deal with migration, the struggle for inclusion and
belonging in the Canadian mosaic, and the search for “home.”
Horace’s writing resonates in particular with many in the African Diaspora. “I
have enjoyed some critical success,” he once said to me, notably for his scholarly essays
on Commonwealth writers. But it is his work as literary journal editor and teacher of
African-Canadian Literature that forms a singular contribution.
Horace was the editor of Kola: A Black Literary Magazine for 29 of its 32 (and
counting) years of publication. Through his guidance, Kola became Quebec’s preeminent
English-language journal featuring literature from the Diaspora. The writings of George
Elliott Clarke, Derrilyn E. Morrison, George Boyd, H. Nigel Thomas, Chezia ThompsonCage, Cecil Abrahams, George Borden, and Blossom Thom, the latest addition to the
editorial board, have appeared in its pages.
In fact, the nurturing of dozens of black writers from Quebec and across Canada
meant pulling his own pockets to support the magazine over the years. Yet Horace’s goal
was to maintain a respectable platform for contributors to reach diverse audiences at
home as well as in Africa, Europe and across North America.
Published by The Black Writers’ Guild (Quebec), Kola has found its way into many
universities worldwide. “Over the past two decades, I’ve taught Commonwealth
Literature at Laval University and Concordia University,” Horace explained to me in a
2018 email exchange. “Many of the students were dealing with Black Literature for the
first time through Kola.”
Kola also has a book publishing arm, Afo Enterprises. A small press, it has
launched or furthered the career of black authors in Quebec, among them the previously
mentioned Thomas and Abrahams, Anthony Joyette, and Randolph Homer.
The most recent extension of Kola’s cultural outreach has been Logos, a monthly
reading series. “I’d say that in Montreal more Blacks are reading works written by
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members of the community, and the larger community is attending the readings,” he said
of the series.
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Remembering Horace Goddard
by
DANNABANG KUWABONG
-----------------------------------------I bid you adieu.
In hushed tones of quiet rhymes.
Adieu my elements of earth.
I bid you goodbye my fleshkind.
(Goddard. “In Memoriam,” The Awakening and Song of the Antilles 31.)
San Juan. Puerto Rico. Ilsa del Encanto. 20/12/2020. Third floor apartment.
From hurricane window to concrete wall. Back and forth. Back and forth.
Grounded and haunted by memories in this foreign jungle where concrete
rules. Quarantined. Afraid of the sudden conch call to glory. Back and forth.
Fretting. Sweltering over the ominous words. Rattling prophecies within
silence on this Isla del Encanto.
But Horrace, son of Goddard, sits silent. Luoraa bidau (son of
Leopard). I call your name. Rise and welcome me. Nyuo bidau (son of
Jaguar). Rise to answer to your name. Koloh bidau (son of Cheetah). It is
Ekuola biihi calling. A hapless mountain lion groans. Your roars now
rebound against icebergs of silence. They fail to parry the white puma’s
launch of death. And Goddard flies across snow-caped Caubvik. Gulf of St.
Lawrence, his Atlantic gateway to his Bajan home. Singing of forever going
home. Whistling winter winds sailing toward the sunshine of forgotten
home. Singing: “Kom, Missa tally man, / Kom tally mi banana. / Deh dah layt an'
mi wan' go home.” “Mi wan for ley dung ma hevi lod. / Mi no wan fayt no mo
waa.” Na so im kom liv os wit dis im “vestiges of grandcestor memories,” mek wi
fo rimemba am. Bat haw wi go fit peynt komot awa wahala fo dis yehyeh pleis weh
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no bi awa papa im land? I hunt for sparks among Goddard’s cantos on this
Isla de Encanto.
So I move to “The Song of the Dead’ (The Journey Home 59). Death
coos a call in the air: “The dove brings news of death and calls out from the
rooftop. / I heard it yesterday cooing its lonely goodbyes. / It returns again
today with tunes that stretch across memory’s pages” (59). Goddard’s
acceptance of the imminence of physical death comes from a deep assurance
that he will be transitioning to a better place, where his grandcestors await
him. So he accepts the call: “Let the dove with its full-throated notes herald
/ My end. ‘`Tis no matter now which way the wind /Heads the bough, for
the tree of life must break” (59). Goddard’s recognition of the role of the
dove as cultural harbinger of death is connected to the Dagaaba worldview
in which the dove is a totem of certain clans and also acts a messenger from
the ancestors to call someone home. A week before my mother died, my
father’s pigeons/doves started acting up; they refused to sleep in their
coops; made sobbing sounds night and day. The night before my mother’s
spirit left her body, the doves/pigeons left. They never returned. Goddard
took his “traveller’s sack / with no man’s passport,” which he no longer
needed for in his passing he retrieved his humanity and retained his
“dignity / [from] Africa, the source of [his] being” (64). The doves have left
with their ward. They lent him their wings and helped him cross the
Atlantic again.
Walk well my friend. Walk well.
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A Comrade in Arms
by
H. NIGEL THOMAS
__________________

Horace Ishmael Goddard and I met for the first time in a literature class at
Sir George Williams University in 1973. It hadn’t yet become Concordia
University. We met again at Université de Montréal, from which he received
an MA and a PHD, and I a PHD. We’d both studied for McGill’s IG teaching
diploma but in different years. It was during our years at Université de
Montréal that our friendship deepened, in my case, extending to his now exwife Julia and their children: Ian, Kevin, and Ingrid. I am twelve days older
than Horace, and, over the years would joke, that I was his senior and he
ought to listen to me. In the 1990s, when my sexual orientation became a
public issue, he deftly dealt with those who couldn’t understand why he
could befriend a . . . , and our friendship continued unimpeded.
By the mid nineteen eighties, we weren’t just students at U de M; we
were also teachers at LaSalle High School. We helped each other cope with
the stress of grad school. His thesis area was West African literature, with a
focus on Chinua Achebe. Mine was the African American novel. Apart from
writing a doctoral dissertation, the biggest hurdle for U de M’s PhD students
was passing the general comprehensive exam. Students were given two
chances. He and I approached our studies in different but complementary
ways, and so we sometimes met and combined both strategies to prepare for
the exam. He began his PhD a year after I did and completed it three years
before I did. He applied a laser-like focus to his work.
During our years at U de M, we discovered that we were both
dabbling in poetry and fiction. We sent our pieces to Canadian and American
journals, and for the most part they were rejected. Another writer-friend,
Shirley Small, with whom I was coordinating the Free South Africa
Committee, had for a while been talking with me about establishing a journal
that focused on writing by Blacks and about Blacks. I mentioned it to Horace
and he agreed enthusiastically. The late poet-painter, Anthony Joyette, and
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the late Randolph Homer got on board. We formed an ad hoc group, named
it the Black Writers’ Guild, and Kola was born. It is still being published. For
most of its existence Horace has been the publisher.
When I retired from Laval University and relocated to Montreal, I
observed that few Blacks and Asians were present at the literary events I
attended. I discussed this with Horace; and he, Clarence Bayne, and I felt that
if readings were held in a space that non-Whites could identify with, and
included non-White authors, Blacks and Asians might attend. So, in 2014, the
members of the Black Literary Guild, along with Maguy Métellus, decided to
launch Lectures Kola Readings (for administrative reasons, we changed the
name to Lectures Logos Readings two years later). The readings were to be
in French and English and the invited readers were to reflect Montreal’s
multicultural character. The initial readings began in May 2015. We decided
then too that Kola would become a multicultural journal.
Let’s flash back to the 1980s. The mid-1980s were heady, difficult
times for Black people. The struggle by Black South Africans and their allies
to end apartheid resonated worldwide. Here, in Canada, we pressured
governments, businesses, and educational establishments to boycott South
African products and to divest from companies with South African ties.
Horace attended the vigils and demonstrations we organized to push this
campaign. At LaSalle High School racism on the part of teachers was also a
serious issue. Horace was one of three Black teachers who joined with me to
fight it.
Horace eventually held various executive positions at the Protestant
School Board of Greater Montreal (later the English Montreal School Board,
following the reorganization of Quebec’s school commissions). But, in spite
of his onerous responsibilities, he invested a lot of time in community
building and the promotion of the arts. In the 1980s he was president of
Barbados House. For a while, he operated a publishing company: Afo
Enterprises. At the time of his death, he was a member of the executive
boards of the Quebec Board of Black Educators (from 1978 until his death),
the Black Theatre Workshop, and the Black Community Research Council of
Quebec. He was also a prolific writer. His corpus comprises the poetry
collections: The Long Drums, Rastaman: Poems for Leonta, The Awakening and
Song of the Antilles, The Journey Home, and One People: Two Worlds Apart; the
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children’s books: Phoebus and the Crow and A Dog Named Sputnik; and the
novels: Paradise Revisited and Child of the Jaguar Spirit. His poems show a deep
preoccupation with familial connections (the mother figure as birth mother
and country of birth, Barbados, returns often in the poems and in the novel
Paradise Revisited); the wounds of colonialism; the spiritual links between the
African diaspora and the African continent; the demons that plague
Caribbean masculinity. . . The latest poems, for the most part uncollected,
depict his religious faith. He continued his love for scholarship, which he’d
begun with the publication of A Common Tongue: Interviews with John Agard,
Cecil Abrahams, John Hearne, Wole Soyinka, with essays on Wole Soyinka,
Austin Clarke, Caryll Phillips, and me. At the time of his death he was in the
midst of an essay on the Ghanaian-Canadian poet Dannabang Kuwabong.
We mourn the loss of a stellar educator, writer, scholar, and
community builder. I mourn the loss of a loyal friend and literary
collaborator. On behalf of the Black Writers’ Guild and the Lectures Logos
Readings community, I proffer our condolences to his family.
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Horace Ishmael Goddard
A Stalwart Guide and Teacher
By
CLARENCE BAYNE
__________________

Horace, you called me to say goodbye. To say that you were leaving. You
parted urging me to continue my work for the community; and you hoped
that in your time you had done some good and made a difference. Yes,
Horace, in this community, tossed and fragmented on these Western
rocks, strewn on these hostile landscapes, where we are sometimes even
afraid to say I love you—you made a difference. For many, you opened
the gateways to Africa and its diaspora, directed them to seek ancestral
knowledge and energy to shape and fuel their identities.
You and I did not always agree on many issues. I recall our
disagreement on the origin and ultimate purpose of our species. But we
accepted this as a marker of our individual existence, the uniqueness of
our identities, and our search for ultimate truths.
We will miss your unique presence and teachings, your belief in
education as the path to self-understanding, your promotion of the
teaching profession, your call to Black youth to learn from ancestral
wisdom to free themselves from “the shackles of the crossing.” We share
your anguish that “we as one people” draw from two worlds apart. Like
you, we feel the pain of these two worlds and seek antidotes for the
poisons “coursing through our veins.” We fall with yoSu but rise again,
above the daggers and treachery of false travellers, to sing and shout the
hope expressed in your “Song of Uganda”. The physical you has returned
to dead matter but your spirit lives on through the voices that breathe from
the pages of Kola and the tongues of Black writers who continue to speak
their stories, welcome the traveller, and guide the seeker looking for the
way back.
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To your family and loved ones, we who have travelled this
uncharted space with you for some 40 years or more feel that we must
speak. But our words are inadequate. Those of us who have been with you
in the corridors and classrooms of the PSBGM and the EMSB, who speak
from the mountain tops of the Quebec Board of Black Educators, the Black
Community Research Council, the Black Theatre Workshop, the Black
Writers Guild, Kola, and Logos Readings—speak with the pain of a
knowledge that is deeper than mere acquaintance.
You lived in many worlds. You crossed the fragile bridge of
identities and translated the stories of Anancy and the fables of Eshu to
our youth adrift in a new world. You are the voice of Cudjoe singing the
Cape Town Blues, reminding us that, no matter the confusion of races, we
are African, “birthed from Zulu, Sotho, Xhosa… blood lines in the blessed
Country.” We share the inner conflict and pain you feel when, at the end
of The Journey Back, you rediscover self and “leave the bank with a
burden.” In “Identity Revealed,” we hear your voice: “I am now
Canadian/…the salted cod and smoke-dried herring/ bind my body to
the permafrost of the north…” Like you, I am distinguished by only this
“fragile identity sitting on my face/ bequeathed me by my ancestors.” We
hear your voice, “I am African, can’t you see:/ one people two worlds
apart/… au revoir room locks and jingling keys of train wreck gates/
keeping out polished thieves/… I heard the groans of disturbed
valleys/…farewell to your prisons of smoke/…. à la prochaine mon amour
Uganda!…I return to my Arctic freeze/ where the cold breeze keeps me
warm.”
Now we understand your message to the youth penned in Kola
Volume 32 Number 1 Spring 2020: Story Telling”. Not a rejection of the
new ways and youth’s desire to have an opinion, but honouring ancestral
values, respecting their experiences and wisdom and the community spirit
of the village. Your journey exposed you to practices of obedience that led
to separated worlds, but occupied by one people. Like Cudjoe, you set out
to bridge the gap so that it reflects one people. “I understand the value of
corporal punishment,” you once said, but “believe in the modern
approach to child rearing: leading by example and talking things out.
Choices and consequences that incorporate the child’s view point help in
the child’s development.” But by your commitments you showed us that
the community also has its role. You rejoiced in the academic successes of
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the youth and commended those who enabled them. Now, perhaps more
than ever, we understand your commitment to community development,
the role that education plays in that development, and the investments
that the community must make to foster it.
You led by example. You were always there. We appreciated your
presence at Da Costa-Hall, at Vision, Logos Readings, at the family
debates. We appreciate your mentorship of teachers and students. As they
carried the material ash out, we knew your spirit stood with us and heard
the youth--many now parents--say, “Dad. Uncle Horace. Now we know.
Now we understand. We are proud of you. Thanks for what you have
done.”
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ESSAYS

Caribbean Canadian Poetry:
A Critical Readingof Horace Goddard's Poetic Works

by Derrilyn Morrison
_____________________
Horace Ishmael Goddard was born in Christ Church, Barbados on
February 10, 1947. On completing basic formal education in
Barbados, he began what was to be a lifelong academic career. Before
he immigrated to Canada, Goddard was the Vice-Principal for St.
Anthony's High school, a private high school where he had also
served as one of the founding members. His journey to Canada
opened up educational opportunities for Goddard, one of the reasons
he has never regretted his move there. Nevertheless, like other
immigrants of Caribbean ancestry elsewhere, Goddard has always
carried within him a consciousness of being “other” even as he sought
to make a home there.
Currently, Goddard is an active writer and literary critic, and he
has conducted several significant interviews with other black
diaspora writers. He has also worked as Secretary-Treasurer of
CACLALS, the Canadian Association for Commonwealth Literature
and Language, and since 2001 he has been Editor of Kola, a black
literary magazine published by the Black Writers Guild in Montreal.
In addition to other positions he holds in various organizations,
Goddard now serves as Secretary of the Black Theatre Workshop, a
non-profit arts and cultural organization also located in Montreal,
Quebec, but he is never far from his writing. In the evenings after work
Goddard relaxes with his books, reading and writing to his heart's
content. His love of literature has made him an eclectic reader,
sampling literature from diverse regions and within all the genres,
and much of his writing integrates the material he consumes
(Goddard Interview).
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In general, Goddard 's poetry is rooted in history, African History
becoming the fuel that fires his writing. In 1997, he published Paradise
Revisited, an autobiographical novel that deals with the expatriate
writer's return to his homeland and the self questioning his visit
occasions. Between 1982 and 1988 he published three collections of
poetry: The Awakening and Song of the Antilles (1988), The Long Drums
(1986), Rastaman: Poems for Leonta (l 982). Since then he has published a
growing collection in Kola and in 2012 he published his fourth collection,
The Journey Home.
Goddard's early poetry collections retrace closely the poetic oeuvre
of the expatriate poet who has chosen to live and work in his new home
in Canada, while making frequent visits to his other home in Barbados.
Residing in Canada has created space for meditation and renewed
perspective and makes him look differently at the Caribbean. It has also
imbued in him a strong desire to get to know more about his African
identity. His pursuit of higher education was shaped by this desire and
so Goddard engrossed himself in African studies at the university. His
studies of Africa and the African diaspora gave him the images he
needed for his collections of poetry.
Explaining the manifestation of black nationalism in Caribbean
Canadian literature, George Elliott Clarke 's Odysseys Home: Mapping
African Canadian Literature (from here on Odysseys) suggests that, “this
nationalism enacts a counter- influence to the pervasive identification of
Canada as northern, white, wanna-be empire...which reduces blackness
to the status of problematic and pitiable Other” (45). Goddard's
expression of his need to acquire and “pass on [his] knowledge of his
African heritage to future generations” supports Clarke's observation
(Goddard Interview). Frequently keeping in touch with other black
writers in Canada, and returning for yearly visits to Barbados, have also
helped the poet maintain a strong sense of African heritage, and of
working within a Black diaspora tradition. This in turn has inspired him
to create a triadic framework for his poetry collections. Moving freely
between the geographical spaces of Canada, Britain and the Caribbean,
Goddard' s poetry resonates with afro-centric spirituality. Memory and
History, important themes in diaspora literature, are the twin forces
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shaping the poems in Goddard’s collections, as the poet-persona, guided
by an ironic consciousness, reflects insistently on the gaps between
reality and appearance.
Early Poetry Collections
The poems in Goddard 's second collection of poetry The Long Drums
(1986) were written initially in response to the poet's encounter with
American racism and prejudice , at a time when his visits from Canada
to see family living in Washington left him feeling dismayed at the
unequal distribution of justice. Many of the poems in The Long Drums
express frustration with the socio- political systems that keep black
people everywhere waiting endlessly for opportunities to fulfill basic
needs, ones that are never realized. In “Freedom Delayed” (33), the poetpersona speaks of the “Two sides of Washington,” appalled that
America, land of the free, was keeping men, his “brothers...still in chains”
(33). Goddard used the metaphor of the long drums of freedom in his
poetry collection to talk, to record the pain of history and make the call
for change. In “Standing Tall” (35) the poet-persona’s heightened sense
of injustice is ominous, deeply etched in his description of black people
waiting in lines, that are “forever long” that “curve around the block /
Generations long, while the clock / Of impatience tick-tocks” (35).
In The Awakening and Song of the Antilles (1988), Goddard’s third
collection of poems, history, national and communal, private, and
familial, are interwoven to create the fabric of the poetic vision of a world
that needs transforming. This double anthology provides a doubling of
images as the poet-persona becomes prophet and seer when, in a form of
transcendental meditation that enables him to rise above the earthly
sphere, he gains access into the black hole of history and memory. The
poems record a moment of new consciousness that is transformed
through African spirituality. The history of the Caribbean, and of
Barbados in specific, is re-written through this revolutionizing double
vision that combines the biblical and literary with conventional history.
Through an obfuscation of time, place, and memory, conventional
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religious history, beginning with the biblical paradise of “Eden,” is
transformed moving “westward” in a visionary journey through Africa
and on into modern day Barbados over which the poetic eye hovers (24).
“The Ascent,” the first poem in The Awakening, is divided into
eighteen movements, each a combination of personal memory and
communal history that is inverted, turned in on itself, to create a new
vision that befits the postcolonial “brave new world” (25). Clearly
referring to the history of colonial oppression and slavery, part i
performs an invocation of the poetic muse, the “black Madonna” who
“carries her grandcestor’s load” (11). Following this, in part ii, the poet
persona chants:
‘ In the beginning was the word
And the word was with god.’
He lives in Africa
In an lroko tree (11).
Here, from the outset, the poem proclaims its subversion of
conventional Christian religion with its formalistic way of conceiving
the world. The poetic voice of the Bible's Old Testament account of
the beginning of mankind's history contrasts with the deliberate downto-earth voice of the narrator, which flatly rejects the conventional
narrative. Throughout the rest of the poem, the Africanized world
view is made to successfully challenge the validity of the traditional
Christian vision. The poem is insistent in its need to “record these
things for posterity” (16).
In the final analysis, The Awakening offers a vision of a world where
past and present forces, spiritual and fleshly, harmonize under the
guidance of the poet’'s Africanized vision. The poetic journey to the
Caribbean has been a spiritually energizing one, restoring the poetpersona 's fertility which has been laboring under the adversities of
Canada's “northern clime” with its “months of winter freeze” which
hinders creativity (30). Now, restored by the promise of “springtime”
and “rain” he appeals to the “scorching sun” of the Caribbean islands,
to “ignite the fire of growth” in him and “infuse [his] intellect with a
glow” (30). The poem closes with a sense of community and oneness as
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the poet- persona assures the island of his fidelity: “I will come to your
shores I Again , always alive with songs. / Adieu!” (31).
The promise of return is fulfilled in Song of the Antilles, the second
part of this double anthology, as the poet-persona is inspired by the
mother-muse, who has come “once more / to this snow-clothed spot” to
visit him where he now lives (38). The Canadian landscape is invoked
with its “permafrost” (37), and its “ northern winter chill” (39); the
cold serves to enhance his memory of the Caribbean. Inspired by his
mother-muse to sing the praise of the Antilles islands, he sing/speaks
a series of cantos that are woman-centered. Goddard describes
himself as a womanist, a title only a few black male writers publicly
embrace. He believes in the superiority of women who, beginning
with his grandmother, functioned as influential matriarchs within
their communities, and they remain as “pillars in his psyche”
(Goddard Interview). Not surprisingly, then, the poetic evocation
of memory in the Song of the Antilles collection integrates island
history with family history.
In Song of the Antilles love of island is love of woman, and Barbados,
as well as the ancestral homeland of Africa, represented as woman.
Standing at ironic distance, the persona surveys the landscape of
memory through which he envisions the island, and he sees her
flaws. Africa is, “ancestral mother, ancestral womb, / earth-mother
... creator” of Barbados and the islands of the Antilles. She has
become an old woman with “scabrous scales / on ... sinking eyes”
(40). Seeking to justify the scales , the poet- persona searches the far
reaches of his memory. The first flaw highlighted is the island’s
cultural prostitution, facilitated by tourism, and he challenges her
to restore her sense of dignity and humanity so that the “tourists
may discover / that we have our humanity, / and change their
images,” their stereotype casting of the island (41).
The use of “we” identifies the poet-persona as an insider, despite
his critical stance, giving him the right to speak, but it also draws the
reader into the poetic circle of intimacy, a strategy Goddard uses in
all his poetry collections. Beginning first with a validating of his
identity and family history, the poet-persona identifies himself as,
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“Son of two native soils,” these being Africa and Barbados. This
double identity assures him the right to speak of the island as a
lover does of the woman he woos and marries, a strategy that also
allows him to regenerate the imagery of prostitution which decades
of tourism has generated. Going back to the beginning of love,
courtship, and marriage to his “island bride,” the poet-persona
makes a sweeping review of both the history of his island, and his
own personal history at one and the same time. In Goddard's poetic
oeuvre, the Song of the Antilles collection marks the urgent need for
the poet to reassess his identity, and his need to belong, to find
“home” again.
The Journey Home
In The Journey Home (2010), Goddard 's fourth collection of poems,
the poet renews his discourse on memory and the promise of home.
As in his earlier collections, his poetic vision encompasses the past,
present and future of the Caribbean community. Questioning long
held premises which form the core of Caribbean critical discourse, the
poet-persona sets out to destroy and rebuild myths that misrepresent
African heritage to Caribbean people. The poems themselves create
their own body of African centered Caribbean mythology.
In section one the poet creates a mythical woman, Ijeoma, whose
maternal body becomes the symbolic site for the poetic experience of the
African Caribbean diaspora. This central figure becomes a motif in the
collection of poems. Addressed as the “primal mother” in some of
the poems, she is also presented as the symbiotic embodiment of lands
and peoples.
Born out of the volcanic ash of Caribbean history, she becomes the
symbolic site where “Africa and the diaspora merge” (7). There, in ljeoma
, and looking to her for guidance and direction, the poet begins his
journey home, a journey which happens on a mytho-poetic level.
The first section of the collection enacts a recollection and
fabulization of African centered mythology as the poetic sense of
history is reshaping itself. The poetics of Memory guides the poet
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along flashing back and forth between African, Caribbean, and
Canadian consciousness of time and space. In “Cudjoe” (9-15) the poetpersona writes himself into the history of the strong African man who
sacrifices himself for the common good, despite communal
misidentification or rejection. The poem becomes part of a new
mythology, recreating Cudjoe’s journey from Africa to the Caribbean
and from there to Canada, memory already always foreshadowing
the end with a difference: there is no end for the poet-persona who
must still endure in the lifetime struggle. The poet-persona’s lament
at the end of the poem fades into Cudjoe’s consciousness that
“Survival is unlearned in this new geography” and “Time is longer
than twine” (15) a variation on a Caribbean proverb that says, “Time
longer than rope.” The poem suggests that the African diaspora must
forge new ways of surviving with self-identity intact, in these modern
times. The "”Worldscope I” poem (27) near the end of this section
focuses its telescopic lens on Canadian spaces, as a vantage point
from which to create an assessment of current manifestations of social
and political injustices in the world at large. Here, the question
returns that haunts the poetic discourse in this collection: the
possibility of ever finding oneself “at home .”
In Section two, “Caribbean Rhythms,” the journey moves along to
the Caribbean where the poet-persona finds that his sense of “home”
and “belonging” are renewed and distilled by time and experience . The
Caribbean landscape of the island forms the backdrop for many of the
poems, a reminder that the history of the struggle for freedom in the
English speaking Caribbean begins with Jamaica, a place “ripe with
ferment” (35). Cudjoe, mentioned in Section one, and Paul Bogle, in
“Looking Out to Sea at Morant Bay” (37), recall memories of the
relentless, centuries long, fight for freedom led by these strong African
men and men of African descent. In the midst of this discourse on African
Caribbean history and lived reality, the reader, however, is reminded
that the poet- persona resides in Canada, no matter where his mind
roams or where the journey takes him. In “Winter Blues” (50) the poetic
flashback returns to the site of anxiety, “where the blood curdles like
sour milk / and refuses to course through [his] veins” (50). Many of the
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poems in this section are reflective and meditative, the passing of time
and experience producing a mellowing of resistance , an acceptance
that comes with aging and maturity.
Finally, in the short, third section of the collection, the journey ends
with the poet-persona back in Canada. The subtitle “Canada in We”
announces his recognition that coming home is an arriving, a state of
acceptance of the way we become what we are; of the way the external,
cultural landscape shuffles through the mind and innate forces make
the shifts necessary for one’s survival. ln “Canada Lies within Me”
(99) the poet-persona’s review of the region’s history becomes its own
mythology which ends with the proclamation that Canada “engirds us
all.” It is the poet-persona’s affirmation and acceptance of how each
person’s sense of identity is informed or fixed by what Canada means
to him. The words speak also to the cultural exchanges that are a
natural outcome in the crossing.
Significantly, the collection ends with a focus on the future
generations of Blacks in Canada, speaking of and to the children who
must carry the struggle forward. In “Who a Dem” (100), the realistic
representation of Black Canadian children is humorous, edged with
satire that cautions the reader: The poet-persona draws the reader into
collusion with his description of the present generation of children:
“We call dem lost generation,” he says, “Own way perpetrators / of
newness” rebelling against tradition and Caribbean cultural legacy.
As descendants of African Caribbean peoples, they are nothing but a
“witherin’ stump o’ island tree” (100). The cultural crossing, as well as
time, has effectively caused a drying up of the cultural lifeline. The
poetic account of the journey home thus ends with a reminder that the
generations have come full circle for “dem is de way / We use to be,
/ Rebellin ‘gainst we ancestry” (101). The transplanted tree must be
watered; the poet-persona and others of his generation must look to
what is happening “at home,” in Canada, and elsewhere in the Black
diaspora.
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Conclusion
In Goddard’s poetic collections African mythology marries Rasta
theology as the poet crafts a new path that takes him along the journey
toward home, peace, and rest. The question of “Home” and what it
means when one is already transplanted in another clime haunts the
poetic journey. There is no absolute answer but that each must craft his
own identity in the place where he finds himself. This redefinition of
one’s identity is bought with a price, something lost, and something
gained. In addition to history and memory, the poems create a discourse
on the themes of loss, and of mora, economic, political, and physical
decay, issues that Goddard raises again and again in every poetry
collection .
Language is also an important issue in Goddard 's writing. As an
expatriate writer living in Montreal, he faces the challenge of writing for
a Canadian as well as a Caribbean readership , and he chooses to work
with whatever language medium suits his purpose. What Elaine
Shatenstein says in her review of his novel, is also true of his poetic
language: Goddard “shows an ear attuned to the cadence and style of
human speech... [he] is adept at capturing the way people talk on the
island and in Canada... .” (13). In a recent unpublished interview,
Goddard explains that whenever he visits Barbados, or simply takes
a walk around the black communities in Montreal, he carries a
cassette recorder, which he uses to capture the speaking voice, with
all its nuances of tone and diction and rhythm (Goddard Interview) .
Goddard's careful delineation of Caribbean speech in his work
marks his double identity as at once Caribbean and Canadian as
Clarke's comment in Odysseys shows. Speaking on the importance of
language to Caribbean Canadian writers in general, Clarke says:
“African Canada replicates a
Caribbean-like diversity” and,
repeating J. Edward Chamberlin's words, he adds: “‘Canada must
feel at least a little bit like home. It shares [the Caribbean] preoccupation
with language... .’” (Odysseys 47). Goddard’s work also readily
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participates in the project Rinaldo Walcott speaks of in Black Like Who?
There Rinaldo calls on Canadian artists and critics to: “articulate a
grammar of black that is located within Canada's various regions...a
grammar for black in Canada that is aware of historical narrative and
plays with that narrative... .” (148). As is evident from even this cursory
review of contemporary critics of the region, Goddard’s writing, in its
consciousness and use of the historical narratives of the African
diaspora and its articulation of language issues, appropriately takes
its place in the time honored trajectory of African Canadian
literature.
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Vestiges of Memories: Place as Historical and Cultural
Consciousness in the Poetry of Horace Goddard
By

Dannabang Kuwabong
________________
I read Goddard’s The Awakening and Song of the Antilles (1988) as dream
memories driven by an inexorable desire to recuperate his ancestral
spiritual, cultural, historical, and physical homelands and rebuild his
African Caribbean personhood from the ruins of history and multiple
migrations. These places and actions envisioned and celebrated by
Goddard transcend known physical spaces. In The Awakening. . . , he
appropriates St. John’s vision in Revelations 22:1: “And he showed me a
pure river of water of life, clear as a crystal proceeding out of the throne of
God and of the lamb”— his own to announce his own personal awakening
in The Awakening and Song of The Antilles and in The Journey Home. From the
pages of these books, emerge Goddard’s poetic explorations of his complex
creolized Arawakan, African, Carib, and Canadian spiritual and cultural
landscapes. There are constant paradigm shifts in search of stable
temporality in nomadic spaces, uncertain histories of imagined homelands
through webs of trans-lingual, trans-ethnic, trans-cultural and transreligious alliances.
Goddard’s poetry, I argue, reveals the instinctual anxiety expressed
by transnational Caribbean-Canadian poets. It is generated by feelings of
homelessness as a way of resisting the temptation to create the “static,
wishful, and willful in nature” poetry (Brathwaite 214). Thus Goddard’s
transnational poet-hero, who searches for some place of rootedness, makes
an exploratory journey to Africa, an “imagined” and romanticized ancestral
homeland. In Africa, he discovers that his imagined Africa is contradicted
by the reality on the ground: there is no memory or recognition of the
traumatic history of the trans-Atlantic slave trade; there is no cultural,
linguistic, or religious connection between him and continental Africans; he
is not accepted as African; and his own touristic and romanticized
preconceptions of a non-existent Africa throws him off guard (“Canto VI”
40-41). Yet, it is only by embracing transnational cultural roots that the poet29

cantor conceives the possibility of achieving re-membering and healing
from the psycho-spiritual fragmentations caused by the trauma of forced
translocation and enslavement of his African and Arawak/Carib ancestors.
Goddard’s placelessness, as a Black-African Barbadian Canadian, echoes
George Lamming in The Pleasures of Exile. Lamming contemplates: “I have
lost my place, or my place has deserted me. This may be the dilemma of the
West Indian writer abroad: that he hungers for nourishment from a soil
which he . . . could not at present endure” (50). Like Lamming, Goddard
claims this “paradox of [his] own exile” (50) as beneficial. He can “belong
wherever [he is]. [His role has neither to do with time and change nor with
geography ; and yet there is always an acre of ground in the New World
which keeps growing echoes in [his] head” (50). But to write in exilic
spaces, as Marlene Nourbese Philip argues, is to “write on the margins of
history, in the shadow of empire and on the founder of Silence; . . . against
the grain as an unembedded, disappeared poet and writer in Canada; . . .
from a place of multiple identities—Black African-descended, . . .
immigrant (or interloper) and Caribbean,” all attracting nuanced and open
hostilities (Bla_k Essays and Interviews 13). Nonetheless, Goddard is not
discouraged from constructing tentative identities within his transitory
locations through “language, through a particular connectedness with a
particular geographical locale, or through the understanding and
acceptance of a particular historical experience.” Philip further claims that
as “poets we often create and dwell each within our own spirit country”
(Philip, “Earth and Sound The Place of Poetry” 67). This guides Goddard’s
poetic through his fragmented histories, landscapes, cultures.
In “The Flight” (The Awakening and Song of the Antilles 10), Goddard
uses poetry to re-member his people’s “vestiges of [grandcestor] memory”
(19), those historical memories serving as raw materials for the creation of
new world vases, from shards of old-world vases of Africa, Europe, Asia,
and pre-Columbian America (Walcott 69-71). Poetry is the love glue that
enables the poet to mend “the fragmented memory, the armature that
frames the god, even the rite that surrenders it final pyre . . . (69). Walcott’s
contention that “poetry is one of excavation and of self-discovery” (70) from
the buried languages and cultures of enslaved Africans in the Caribbean is
true also for Goddard. In The Awakening and Song of the Antilles, Goddard
like Walcott accretes “fragments of an old, an epic vocabulary, from . . .
Africa, . . . to an ancestral, an ecstatic rhythm in the blood that cannot be
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subdued by slavery. . .” (Walcott 70). Goddard’s poetry refracts Walcott’s
prophetic claim that for the Antillean poet, the basis for his/her experience
is underscored by “the shipwreck of fragments,” that constantly astonish
African Caribbean poets and energize creativity (70). Goddard’s concern,
as argued below, is influenced by his experience of African Caribbean
history, culture, and cosmology from which he creates his form of
negritude, in which blackness is not just a phenotypic definition but a
historical experience of African diaspora peoples.
Blackness, as a signifier of historical suffering endured by
Afridescendientes, Goddard claims, is not an alien concept or experience to
him: “Black is native to me / Like my past which is unknown, / Black is the
present” (19). It sprouts in different subtle or direct ways because its origin
is genetically encoded in his ancestry, evidenced in the physical, spiritual,
emotional, and mental scarring from slavery, and manifest in racism,
classism and religious bigotry. Black is “striped on my father’s back” and “
. . . mother’s aging breasts” (19), filtered through the imaginary
genealogical narratives by the Black grandmother, and memorialized
through instinctual racial “Twilight / Vestiges / of memory” (19). This is
Goddard’s “inverted tale” (19) or “a bandage of ignorance” (19). As
inverted tales, they are rhetorically revolutionary in their sound and fury,
but culturally “static, wishful, and willful in nature” (214). Also, though
they may reveal a “significant instinct for Africa, [yet] the instinct is based
on ignorance and often . . . on received European notions” of an inferior
Africa (Brathwaite 214). Goddard problematizes the sanitized and
romanticized Afrocentric ideologies promoted by African diaspora groups
that deny or erase the historical roles of African kings in the trans-Saharan
and the Trans-Atlantic slave trades (29). In his vision, the poet-griot “. . .
saw the chief sell his brother /For trinkets, booze, and silver” (Goddard,
“The Fall” 27). The poet finds this clamor to return to some imaginary
romanticized Africa troubling: “Here, in the Western Diaspora. / Children
ask to be sent back to Africa” (“The Fall” 26), believing they can retrace and
reclaim some imaginary links to royal priesthoods in an imagined Africa.
Their desire is filtered through reductionist arguments about Africans in
which roots origins are tied to imagined monocultural spaces. The diaspora
African’s very existence has been defined by what Glissant, in Poetics of
Relations, labels as errantry, or circular nomadicity born out of the histories
of forced translocations and cultural erasures (5-37). Such uncritical
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idealization of selective memories of an African past functions as mere
name dropping spiced with linguistic borrowings.
Nonetheless, Goddard still acknowledges that these illusory
retentions, superficial though they may seem, still maintain liberatory
relevance in their creolized forms experienced through, “Carib songs /
Calypso/ Banjo” and “Bongo” (20; The Journey Home, “Village Mother” 21).
These drum beats and Carib/Congo songs create liminal spaces for
minimal recovery from what Fanon so ably describes, in Black Skin, White
Masks (1967), and Joy Degruy (2005) analyzes as post-traumatic slave
syndrome. Thus, the “congo drum in [his] ears” (20), do not just sound a
rhythm, but also resonate with echoes of “blood bounds and beats /
Against a blackwall of blackness” and transport the dreaming children of
Afridescendientes to enslavement, first in the slave markets in West Africa,
second on Caribbean plantations.
Recovery from trauma can begin when the traumatized re-creates
and confronts the traumatic events through creativity (Pennebaker 2016).
The steel pans resurrect the clashing sounds of the “neckbraces / That
[held] brother” (21) in the process of retraumatization, but which
paradoxically produce “Determined music to liberty” (21). Despite the
promise of liberty, Goddard as seer, doubts whether emancipation acts
really meant full liberation for the formerly enslaved. The doubt originates
in the degrading human effects of tourism in the Caribbean w which could
be described as neo-slavery, and the persistent poverty that drives
descendants of the emancipated to congregate to be transported to London,
Paris, New York, Toronto, to be re- enslaved by neoliberal consumerist
capitalism (22). Neo-slavery is formulated and implemented via racism,
ethnocentrism, language, capitalism and religion. The poet-cantor laments
the loss of the African/Carib mother tongue because of colonialization. But,
like Caliban in William Shakespeare’s The Tempest, he spews out the
language anguish, hate, self-abnegation and disempowerment (Philip,
“Discourse on the Logic of Language” 56; “Father Tongue” 128-132). To
counter this, the poet, as cantor-observer, gathers and rereads and reinterprets literary texts of English colonial education and reformulates
them into liberatory visions and songs of freedom (“The Fall” 25). This
response procedure manages to achieve a partial cultural and psychospiritual transformation of the past into a potential dynamic of forgiveness
and healing.
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Forgiveness clears the path to a vision of healing. The poet-seer
claims this vision in which the Earth spirit recalls the lamentations of
ancestors as captives as they are being loaded into dugout canoes and
transported to waiting slave ships on the coast of West Africa. The Earth
Spirit begs forgiveness from the captives on behalf of their African
ancestors and their descendants: “My sons. These choices / Of trading you
to the fields of far / Off lands, were not easy to make” (27). The Earth Spirit
asks forgiveness for those African ancestral mothers, fathers, and kings
who sold their children to white slavers, because he claims the captives had
been oblivious to the “mea culpas” of their consanguineous relatives who
sold them (27). This acknowledgement of the double traumas caused by the
trans-Atlantic slave trade is a prerequisite for contrition and before
forgiveness and healing can take place on all sides of the Black Atlantic.
Forgiveness, this act of divine intervention, is a precursor to wholistic
healing. But because historical and generational trauma takes a long time
to heal, the generational continuity of the lament is still heard in Black
Atlantic music: jazz, blues, gospel, reggae, rock, spooge, etc. created to “. . .
bear my sad songs back home” (28) to Africa (Gilroy 36; Brathwaite 55-110).
These new vehicles and vectors of cultural memory enable diaspora
cultural curators to define and map out and claim the antiquities of their
African cultural geographies. This disrupts the earlier anxiety and
emboldens the poet to appropriate Yahweh’s boasts: “My thoughts are not
your thoughts, / neither are your ways my ways. [. . .] As the heavens are
higher than the earth, / so are my ways higher than yours” (Isaiah 55: 8-9,
NIV). The poet asserts that his ancestral African spirituality predates the
Bible and hence Christianity: “ I travelled by midnight express / This side
of Horeb / I slept by the River Jordan” (28). The errantry depicted here is
synonymous with the ways of the ancient prophets who “. . . roamed the
deserted Nubian,” and “. . . swam with Pharaoh in the Nile / Before
Joseph’s corn-filled dream / I spoke in the Purring Wind” (28)-- before
European civilization was born. The poet stages his claim as heir to the
original roots of Christianity. He rejects a religion that maligns and censures
his people’s humanity and beliefs. He sees himself as a spiritual nomad,
whose nomadicity shows him ways to transform the rhythms and message
of ancestral despair into a language of hope and survival. In “In
Memoriam” (29-31) he declares: “There is a rainbow / A happy glow / of
ebony lines” which refuse erasure in the mists of the “white masts.” (29).
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This refusal is a resistance against mental whitening. Appropriating
positions of omnipresence and omniscience, the poet details how the
ideological constructs of racial superiority led to the brutal enslavement of
Africans on Caribbean plantations: “Mothers wailing / Fathers echoing /
Children wanting” freedom even as the “earth yielding / A self-seeking /
Superiority” (29). Unfortunately, the speaker appeals paternalistically to
Africa’s daughters not to worship foreign Gods, and to come back so they
might drink again from the Nile and Niger (30). It is as if only women need
redemption.
Yet immediately after, he chants panegyrics of praise for the women
in his life appear. He declares that the women hold the calabashes of hope
for his traumatized people under colonial bondage. Their resilience,
encoded in Black Gospel and negro spirituals, enable him to reconstruct “
. . . rough hewn memories / of my grandcestor’s daily prayer” (36), and
craft his survival from her “. . . decaying bosom” (36). Through African
diasporic spirituality and ritual music, foremothers like Lilian rise from the
grave to heal the wounds of deracination and the generational traumas of
slavery. Achieving this entails ritual summoning of the “fleshless god /
ancestral shapes (37) that inhere in Canada’s racist cultural environment.
He invites these ancestral shapes to “come visit with me ; / help me to dig
my thoughts / from this permafrost” (37). Lilian, whose spirit animates the
“dumb catacombs” (37), offers “[her] sarcophagus on [her] back” (37) to the
neophyte as her gift of voice. Through Lilian’s gift, the poet’s silence is
broken and he sings songs of resistance and recovery. Lilian’s long memory
of the endured history of slavery is unerasable; not even “. . . sersi-bush tea
/ could not purge[it]” (37). The creative symbolism of Lilian enables the
narrator to recover his Black African Barbadian identity inspirited by
African/Carib/Arawak Caribbean ancestral ghosts in Canada. Even so, the
cantor is painfully aware of the widening cultural distances between him
and his island. Consequently, he invokes the “Old woman,[the] broken
mother” who “return(s) once more” to him in this “snowclothed spot / to
chastise [him] again” (The Awakening and Song of the Antilles, “Canto II”
38), and help him fight his developing cultural and racial amnesia in
Montreal. This war against amnesia can only be won through an odyssey
of pan-continental-African reconnections.
The odyssey reveals uncomfortable truths. Continental Africans
display a similar amnesia about the trans-Atlantic slave trade and African
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diasporic histories. Dumbfounded and dispirited, the sojourner returns to
his island nation. He reassesses his previous uniformed ideas about both
his island and the African continent, and declares: “On this plateau I stand.
/ From this spot of land, / I shall survey your contours” and reclaim its
landscape to help “tonalize your fears; / challenge you to show yourself /
beyond the drunken tour guides” (41). Here the narrator is addressing the
perception that islanders are expected to occupy servile positions to satisfy
the desires of entitled tourists don’t respect the island’s ecology, history,
or culture. Such dehumanization, in essence neo-slavery is also
graphically depicted in Jamaica Kincaid’s In A Small Place (1988) However,
his imagined and static salvific cultural politics is counter to the people’s
notion of themselves and their culture. To them culture is not static; it is
fluid and flexible and thus amenable to change according to circumstances.
Also, they never question their humanity. It is only the exile who feels
entitled to a dream for things to remain frozen in time for him.
Deflated, the poet realizes that to initiate Barbadian cultural
recuperation, he must start with his own children growing up in Canada’s
cultural permafrost. He now seeks to build his own and his daughter’s
Bajan identities in Canadian cultural and natural landscapes: “Daughter of
mine, / together we must build our shrine / in this far-off place” (43). The
speaker might be accused of superficiality in equating African and
Caribbean identities in Canada with the donning of Canadian robes and
African and Caribbean cuisine: “kenke, / in pounded yams, / in
passionfruit and mangodrips” (43). But, “Food is instrumental to the
processes of self-identification, place making, and agency building”
(William-Forson 73), and the speaker smartly engages African Caribbean
foodscape as his mode of cultural retention and transmission to his
daughter. He is aware that, “Food, in the migrant/diasporic subject’s
cosmos, becomes . . . tenaciously tethered to economies simultaneously
and irreducibly national and moral” (Roy 472), and also emotionally linked
to the ecosphere of the Caribbean homeland. These emotional connections
will incite the daughter to always “remember that [she is] a shade of ebony
/ And though this ice / keeps you wrapped in winter clothes” (49). The
shade of ebony links her to the stripes on the back of her grandfather.
While Goddard in The Awakening and Song of the Antilles focuses on
erecting altars of remembrance to history and spirituality, in The Journey
Home, a broader canvas of contemporary pan-African histories unfurls. The
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imagery on the canvas reflects continuing histories of African peoples’
resistance to cultural, environmental, racial, and religious erasures. In the
opening poem, the narrator laments the erasure of memories of his mother,
i.e. Barbados, by Canadian culture and landscape: “Silent guards of
memory / Hang from a whispering tree / All covered with icicles” and “ .
. . wrestle my mother’s image from me” (3). The actions of African
Caribbean immigrants in Canada reflect this amnesia. They are entrapped
by materialism and suffer from consumerist exhibitionism. The cultural
arbiters, creators and curators of Caribbean cultural retentions, are
castigated with angry rhetoric: “Time bombs to tear down those wailing
walls, / To break open borrowed monuments / Whose necromancy
bewitched the spider, Ananse!” (3). Glissant, in Caribbean Discourses,
laments this poverty of creative engagement by Caribbean poets with
Caribbean folktale. It fails to minister to their people’s “yearning for
history. . . . The Caribbean tale outlines a landscape that is not possessed: it
is anti-history” (84-85). And because these African Caribbean-Canadian
poets have lost the craft of storytelling, their work are artifacts for
psychological diversion devoid of inherent morality (85), and devolves into
mimicry mediated through panic— “the panic beats of grandcestors’ drum
. . . in tumult. / Our once sacred songs are mute. / Our rhythms lack the
wiles of the shaman” (4). Interestingly, the poet is caught in the same web.
He does not exonerate his role in this death of his culture and rejects the
argument that colonialism alone is the cause.
Rather, the narrator proclaims his collusion in the weakening of
Caribbean cultural values in Canada: “If the tune of the flute / Doesn’t
resonate in this bamboo shoot,” he laments, “Do not blame this foreign
mother. / It is I who’ve lost the art of conjure” (4). He then calls for a revival
of “ . . . lost connections / Of these, our dismembered parts” (19). His poetry
is saturated with a creative revisioning and rearranging of the old cultural
shards to form new icons. Thus, The Journey Home is a celebration of
historical figures like Cudjoe, a Jamaican maroon leader and cousin of
Nanny of the Maroons; King Jah Jah of Opobo, who resisted the British
take-over of the coastal trade in Southeastern Nigeria, but was defeated by
them and exiled to St. Vincent and Barbados where he died; school children
in Soweto rising up against apartheid in the 1970s in South Africa, etc.
Throughout these two books of poetry, Goddard is preoccupied with
different types of death. Engaging multiple and recurrent ghosts of
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memory, he mounts a determined resistance to perceived African cultural,
historical, linguistic, spiritual, and ecological deaths and erasures. He calls
to African Caribbean poets not to use their creative energies to build a
European Canada literary landscape that does not include them. Rather, if
they must write and live in Canada, they must erect watchtowers to
monitor and maintain the essences of Africa-Arawak-Carib Caribbean
cultural identities, spiritualities, languages, and histories. They must like
him rise up in the darkness and reclaim their humanity. In The Awakening
and Song of the Antilles, The Journey Home, Child of Jaguar Spirit, all testify to
a poet with undaunting hope and faith in overcoming reclaiming his
human dignity and identity. They were never erased but only hidden in the
dark corridors of history and temporary dislocations. His asserts in The
Awakening . . . : “My humanity waits to walk across / A vast expanse of
flawless space” (17). This recuperated humanity, “. . . will rise, clothed with
heaviness / of a fecund memory” (17) from the abyss of amnesia. His
retrieved humanity initiates a period of vibrant Pan-African Caribbean
spiritual and cultural revivals. These poetic prophecies fulfil the visions of
the future. They have turned “these vestiges of memories” (17) “this
inverted tale of mine” (21) no longer “carries and bandage of ignorance”
(21) but has transitioned into quartos of recovered and knowledge of
humanity and dignity. This is the passage of return to the Africa of his
beginning, to his self-defined identity against how others define him.
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BOOK REVIEWS

One People : Two Worlds Apart (poetry) by Horace I
(Mukwano) Goddard, Bloomington, Indiana: Balboa Press,
2014, 110 pages, US $11.99, Can $13.
Reviewed by H. Nigel Thomas
__________________________
The poems in Horace Goddard’s One People : Two Worlds Apart are the result
of an Afro- Barbadian-Canadian poetic sensibility engaging with the
landscapes and social realities of Uganda and Jamaica. This collection is
Goddard’s fifth book of poems. He is also the author of two novels, two
children’s books and several essays of literary criticism.
One People: Two Worlds Apart is organized into two distinct books. The
first, which deals exclusively with Uganda, is titled Song of Uganda and is
comprised of forty poems. The second, which contains twenty-eight poems
about Jamaica, is called Jamaican Voices from the Forest. Based on the content
of the poems, I am unsure about the oneness of these peoples. The closest that
the poet comes to showing it is in “Linstead Market,” where the hucksters of
trinkets in Jamaica and Uganda employ the same spiel to sell their wares. It
could be argued too that at least two similar techniques are present in both
books:((1) a contrasting of beautiful, sublime landscape and sordid human
practices, and (2) the narration of several of the poems via personas. Perhaps
the unity is implicit, is in the fact that the ancestors of more than eighty percent
of Jamaica’s present population originated in Africa, though it is highly
unlikely that many of them came from East Africa.
That Uganda and Jamaica represent two worlds apart is cogently
depicted in the poems. Of course, every artist knows that when reality is put
through the alembic of the imagination an altered product emerges, so in that
sense there’s a third dimension to this apartness: the poet’s. In “A Writing
Attack,” Goddard is forthright about how his imagination works:
The Muse is about . . .
And I write these steel lines . . .
bursting forth from a brain
that ceases to shut down
sprinting, routing words
on this page in a
mud flow of word rage until
the brain explodes in rain ( p. 8).
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The depiction continues in the poem “Black K (Night)”:
Whispering silence whips/ white thoughts that collide
Crash and crush into lines/ cascading into stanzas
Stanzas dance in tune/ with the silence, with
the blackness, with a drawn-out prayer for light (p. 26).

The narrators of the Ugandan poems employ an overall tone that is
objective but empathetic. The exception is the poem “Mamie (Report to a Dead
Mother),” in which the speaker expresses in triplets his opinions about
Uganda. However, even here, it is opinions tied to facts.
The poet wants the reader to understand that these poems (at least in
their first drafts) were conceived against a backdrop of the 2012 New-Year
Celebrations. The celebrations often intrude like white noise into the scenarios
being depicted, and the New Year festival is itself the subject matter of a
couple of the poems.
For this reviewer there are three core poems in the Ugandan section:
“Kiyera (Nile) River,” “Uganda’s Rain Dance,” and “Kiboga Child”. The first
exemplifies the poet’s use of landscape , in this case the Nile, as poignant
metaphors that embody the country’s history, traditions and politics. The
second brings together the many unpleasant social realities afflicting the
Ugandan nation. The third epitomizes the poet’s reaction to the plight of
Ugandan women. Roughly one-third of the poems address Ugandan politics;
almost as many depict the clash of cultures between traditionalists and
modernists. For me, the most engaging of the poems are those that portray
the existence of “ women [who] stoop before men / with knees rubbed down/
carrying food to feed them . . ./crawling, bowing, cowering in obedience “(p.
31); women, whose Baganda husbands say:
The woman must prepare meals, clean
The Compound and look after the children.
A man cannot do those chores
The villagers will shun him. . .
. . . Sometimes she refuses to cook my
Food and I want to beat her. . .
Here we flog disobedient wives
and children since they belong to us. . .
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A wife is a man’s possession. He pays
For her with cattle and goats. . . (p. 62-63)
I asked Mr. Goddard whether he was aware that his depiction of gender
inequality might stir up controversy. He said he welcomes any debate they
might provoke.
The Ugandan poems are reader-friendly, written for the most part in
couplets and triplets, in simple diction and straightforward syntax. They are
engaging and highly informative.
The poems comprising Jamaican Voices from the Forest diverge from the
Ugandan poems in language and in tone. Here Goddard liberally uses Nation
language (the Jamaican vernacular) in several of the poems, in some cases
totally, in others occasionally. This has the effect of rooting the poems firmly
in their environment. In some cases it’s clear that the poems were written
with performance in mind. The Jamaican poems show engaged narrators
whose tones range between stifled anger and resignation: fitting tones,
inasmuch as many of the poems depict the dire social conditions in which
Jamaicans are trapped. Prison as reality and metaphor is omnipresent in the
poems.
From a technical standpoint the Ugandan poems are the better poems in
the collection. They are more sharply etched and more engaging. This is a
collection worth reading and re-reading.
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George Elliott-Clarke, Canticles l MMXVI, Toronto:
Guernica Editions, Inc., 2016
Reviewed by Horace I. Goddard
______________________________

George Elliott-Clarke, like a preacher, spews bile and damnation on
European colonizers over the slave trade, the existential depravity in the
treatment of slaves from the Middle Passage to their New World treatment
of rapine, butchery and exploitation in all forms. Such rage is meted out to
writers, political figures, (kings and queens, dukes and duchesses) and
marauding bands of slave kidnappers. No one is spared from the poet’s
invective.
In the early poems of the Canticles, we are presented with the cruel,
merciless and sordid side of life, all wrapped in cloaks of lust, rapine and
sex committed against Blacks. Dante divines the dead. Images of death are
strewn across pages of rage. Decay is everywhere:
I saw a century of exquisite skulls,
Open-jawed
bug eyes bulged in Terror . . . (p.47)
European history is unmasked, the Romantic poets are exposed and the
poet admits, “my temperament is, yes, icy” (p. 49).
The icicles also rest on Hannibal whose crossing the Alps does not leave
any major gains for Blacks, other than the retelling of epic stories of the
conquest of Europe. Hannibal is viewed as a historical failure.
What is surprising, however, is the poet’s literary attacks against
ancient fellow poets. He calls them “my castle of pimps (poets) and
prostitutes (poets) p.49.
There is condemnation of the ancients’ poetic laxity:
Dante be as good
as dead. (p.135)
The Romantic poets too do not escape the venom. In spite of all this
rant, Clarke manages to do some interesting re-working of Shakespeare’s
Othello and the exploits of Christopher Columbus. Both stories are hinged
on gore, marauding and sexual exploitation.
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Europeans are depicted as the rapists of history and the robbers of land,
language and culture. Most of the poetry in this section of the Canticles is
framed by sex. The metaphor of sex is used to portray history and historical
figures and to demonstrate the rape of Africa:

Now, everyone white
Bears a secret stain, soul-struck,
Because we make the Atlantic
Pageantry and Tragedy,
and we make the ocean itself
a Burial Society (p. 179).
Africa’s rape commingles with Black sweat, for it is the Africans whose
labour built the economies of European colonial countries that in turn
sucked the blood of Africa. The poet uses literary characters and historical
figures to condemn the treatment and condition of Blacks.
The Phyllis Wheatley poems present the cries of Blacks:

For our hearts’ cries bruise and hoot Eloquence,
To ungovernable Noise, like lines;
That Voice, my tribe’s untampered Turbulence,
Perishes, crushed under slaver’s machines. (p.252)
In the Wheatley poems conscience is awakened, for the poet needs to
proclaim the murderous acts committed against his people. He begs us to
“understand that slavery can’t function without bloodshed.” This is
parallel to the Biblical statement, “And almost all things are by the law
purged with blood; and without shedding of blood is no remission.
(Hebrews 9: 22)
This outpouring of injustice and hurt is captured in “All calm in
Bahamas?” where the poet declares:
Slavery’s a damned crusade:
Europe criminalizing Africa. (p. 303)
The villainous acts of Europe against Africa are summed up in the
poems that deal with African killings by the Spanish slave trade (320), the
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Atlantic marks of sobbing erasure, the re-enactment of the Othello story of
sexual brutality and the misdeeds of Washington, home of the United
States’ presidents:
And you wonder why his Capital stinks
Why Washington is odious
Why there’s a mud-squeak to its every
Uncredited stench to every word? (p. 300)
The beauty of Canticle MMXVl is its pace, its vibrating rhythmic lines,
its images of gore, sex, robbery, murder and the struggle by Blacks to
survive all these. The following lines tell what the poet hopes to achieve by
exposing the Black man’s struggle for survival and a continued search for
‘self:’

The beauty of History is struggle;
the history of beauty is struggle;
the struggle of history is beauty;
the history of struggle is beauty;
the beauty of struggle makes history.
But the struggle for beauty is never
“history.”
(p. 306)

If you have a strong physical constitution, the canticles will still faze
you.
Clarke’s interest in the plight of Blacks ranges over a vast literary
territory. The poems are sustained by pathos and knots every fibre in the
reader’s body, making them raw. Nothing is hidden here. There is triumph
in the struggle. Blood makes the existential difference:

I’s the polychromatic Negro,
A chameleon Negro,
A poet milking
Nay, bleeding
Ink (p.429).
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Horace I. Goddard, Child of the Jaguar Spirit (Montreal,
AFO Enterprises, 2009) novel, 171 pages.
Reviewed by Derrilyn Morrison
__________________________

Child of the Jaguar Spirit is a modern romantic fiction which tells the story of
a boy’s journey into manhood, as he searches for his identity and a place he
can call home. The novel re-frames the themes of Goddard’s first novel,
Paradise Revisited, (1997) an autobiographical novel that deals with the
expatriate writer’s return to his homeland and the self questioning his visit
occasions. Child of the Jaguar Spirit, rooted in history, details the life of the
young protagonist, Sookdeo, a boy on the brink of puberty, who is
kidnapped by his father from his home in Sudiamo, a fictional South
American country. By circuitous routes he is finally taken to a hardly
recognizable Canada, the description of the place ironically reversing the
uninitiated reader’s expectation of that Promised Land.
Primed by pan-African religious beliefs that are largely viewed as
nothing more than superstition by outsiders, the story is filled with political
and spiritualistic intrigue. The novel portrays the lived experience of the
young protagonist whose life takes on a nightmarish quality. Sookdeo is
forced to maintain a semblance of composure as he goes to school each day
and returns home to a hellish form of subsistence each evening. Finally,
mysteriously, he escapes from the slavery imposed on him by his new
family, but the novel leaves the reader in suspense, wondering, as his
mother does, if he would soon find her. Ironically, her excitement is in
tension with his fears, and the narratorial suggestion is that Sookdeo is
fated to be just another pawn in someone’s life. Describing the mother’s
anticipation of her son, the narrator reveals: “She wanted him to come to
her and so fulfill her dream of offering her husband a son, albeit not
fathered by him” (159).
In the final analysis, Child of the Jaguar Spirit offers a vision of a modern
world where past and present forces combine, spiritualistic and fleshly, and
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the individual that is enthralled by it must face the odds as he finds himself
locked in a battle for life and death.
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FICTION

Among the Gravestones
By
Horace I. Goddard
________________

Wilbert called to say that he is not working and would like to go for a drive.
He’s obsessed with visiting country cemeteries. When I ask why he does it,
he tells me that cemeteries are full of history—when the first burials began,
marriage patterns, family ties, and the relative age of the place. In small
towns and rural villagers there were lots of marriages between the
townsfolk. He learns about their lives from their deaths.
He comes out to the car, smelling of perfume and lady's powder. I smile
at him, wondering where he wants to go. He jokes again that my Ashanti
features belie my Jamaican origin. Perhaps he wants too to tease me again
about my five-four height, my big busts, square shoulders, long arms, flat
buttocks and spindly legs. I got teased enough as a girl about those. I didn’t
expect it to continue in Canada.
"Where you want me to take you today?"
He doesn’t answer.
"Okay I’ll take you to walk among the gravestones.”
"Yuh mean fuh seh you gwine kill muh?”
"Kill you! What in heaven for? You ain’t make no will with me in it.”
" Lucretia, darling, I'm ready to go at any moment. I've lived a full life."
"Well, I'm not ready yet. I still have some kicking left in me."
"I don't know . . . I'm not afraid to die."
"Let's talk about something else. . . Okay."
I take the
surface road along St. Jacques to the Mercier Bridge, and then to the
Chateauguay exit. I pass through Howick. The leaves on the trees are
turning yellow. Those on the ground are brown or mildewed green. The
winds that were raging this morning are quieting down. Now it’s drizzling.
I too am happy to go for this drive, anywhere, to escape meeting my
teenage son. He’s causing me too much pain and mental anguish. He
refuses to go to school . . . is in and out juvenile detention.
“Gas is cheap in, Kahnawake. I’ll stop and fill up,” I tell Wilbert.
He’s staring out the side window. He doesn’t answer.
A middle-aged Mohawk, in a red plaid shirt and brown construction
boots, walks across to the car. His cap bears the name Goodleaf.
"Fill it up."
"Regular?"
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"Yes."
"Need an oil check?"
"I don't think so."
Wilbert watches the price as the litres register. It comes to nine dollars.
“I’ll pay.”
“I pay my way. It’s my car.”
I give the attendant ten dollars and wait for the change.
"Can't you let him keep the loony?"
"Not my hard-earned dollar!"
"A dollar can't buy anything nowadays.”
“That's why I intend to get mine back. After I collect enough ones I'll
buy something."
"Girl, you’re grouchy today.”
“Yes! And what is it with you this bright day going to grave yards?”
Throughout Chateauguay gasoline prices are forty-nine cents a litre.
“Damn it! I just paid fifty cents! I bought too soon! . . . A penny for your
thoughts, Wilbert!”
“The view of the Adirondacks is worth more than that. The clouds
remind me of my stay in England. I remember the bone-chilling winter
nights, in contrast to the warmth of Barbados. I think of the times I lay on
Dover beach, perhaps named after its English namesake, for its white
sands—no cliffs—and watched two soldier crabs locked in battle, each with
torn-off legs, but neither giving up.”
“Why are you smiling?”
A glimmer of sunlight rises above the neck of the Adirondacks,
contrasting the sleepy Chateauguay valley. Most fields are ploughed in
preparation for winter and next spring. The Chateauguay River flows
silently by, its brackish water like the Avon River in England.
“Do you like rivers, Lucretia?”
“Not particularly! Why?”
“This one reminds me of the Careenage in Bridgetown where the water
stinks. And people hold their noses as they cross the Chamberlain Bridge
which connects the two sides of the town.
“Back home the high winds would rip hats from the heads of passersby who struggle to hold their noses and parcels at the same time. And they
would let go of their noses and chase the hats across the road, bringing
traffic screeching to a halt, letting loose a string of expletives from angry
drivers. And the hat chasers, coughing, spitting as the stench invaded their
lungs.”
Wilbert holds his nose instinctively as I move along at ninety kilometres
an hour. Some angry motorists stick give me the finger.
"Why don't they overtake you and go on their merry way?"
"They can go to hell."
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For a while we stop talking and watch a flock of swallows rising from
the river's embankment and diving in low in front of the car.
"Look at those birds!"
Wilbert doesn't reply. Suddenly the smell of pig manure. The strong
scent of ammonia fills the air.
"This is farm country!"
"Tell me about it!"
As I reach the junction of route 138, Wilbert asks me to take the
Valleyfield route. I drive along the backriver. Dilapidated barns and
farmhouses stretch interminably along Cargill Road. Freshly paved road
and the black asphalt with the yellow dividing lines stand out in the middle
of this landscape. Some cemeteries were along this route.
“You haven’t visited a cemetery as yet.”
“I have other things on my mind.”
I reach a bend and reduce the speed to a crawl. A yellow MasseyFergusson tractor is in a ploughed field, massive and imposing. A lone
black horse grazes on a narrow strip of land beside the river. I stop the car
to look at the horse. It stares at me, then resumes eating.
“This horse reminds me of Massa Barry's black bull . . . the colour that
is.”
“Who is he?”
I don’t answer. “The day is quiet like the top of the Blue Mountains in
Jamaica.”
“I agree even though I never been there. Heard a lot about its coffee
though.”
I drive through Howick, Ormstown, St. Antoine Abbe and end up in
Covey Hill, not far from the United States border. It seems a final view of
these familiar places. I pull the car over to the side of the road and take out
a plastic container with breadfruit and ackee and salt fish and dish some
onto a paper plate for Wilbert. We eat and wash it down with lemonade.
Wilbert walks some fifty yards then returns to the car and sits down.
He is sullen. For miles the land languishes lazily in the sun. In the distance
a haze hangs over Montreal and the South shore. The giant trees in the
adjacent woods sway to the music of the whistling wind. A brook beside
the road runs quietly from the hill to the plains below. The green fields and
pastures are splotched with patches of brown.
"I'll never pass this way again, Lucretia. Look at the dead tree in the
midst of the thousands." He stares at it long and hard.
The sounds of seagulls pierce the day. The clouds, white overlaying
grey, move lazily.
Wilbert turns his eyes towards Montreal and says: "I've lived my life
to the fullest."
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I say nothing. We’re silent for a long while. He breaks it. You won’t
believe what I’ve been mulling over these last few days . . . that strike when
my father joined the men to challenge the plantation managers for more
money. Yes, that strike. This is a wicked world.”
“Please take me home.”
In Ormstown, a farmer's wife is struggling to fix a harvester attached
to a John Deere tractor.
"Country living brings out the best in womenfolk," he says.
"I guess so."
"The rural woman frames her life. Her work is seasonal and she has
lots of time to spend on those things relevant to her existence. She's not
driven by the clock, or bosses who exact every ounce of blood from a
worker."
"It's strange how you view the world. Piling wood for winter fires,
working a tractor, milking cows, picking up eggs, planting vegetables or
flowers, these drudgeries are not what I'd call perfect living."
Travelling through Saint Pierre and Saint Martin I marvel at the
symmetry of the apple and pear orchards. The fragrance of fruit replaces
the stench of ammonia. A brown hen walks around proudly in the hen
house near Rivière-des-Fèves. Wilbert remarks about its captivity in a
world that values freedom.
I drop Wilbert at his door on our arrival back in Montreal. He kisses
my hand and thanks me her for a wonderful day.
I’m home, alone and despondent. I turn on the television. There’s a
news flash about a man jumping from his seventeenth floor apartment. It’s
the building Wilbert lives in. Oh, my God. . .
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POEMS
By

HORACE GODDARD

SHADOWS
The night stretches beyond
The hours of night
As the day gets longer.
Then my misery is hurt-fold
And twists like a rope
Dangling from a shade-tree.
You send messages on a beam
Of sun that heats like cold joy.
Your eyes beat down my anger;
Your scolding makes me surrender
Easy. Next comes the rupture
While you slip into easeful arms.
Slowly your warmth mists the glass
That you peer into. Your breath
Silently soothes me as the nights
And fall to working days.
The Long Drums (Afo Enterprises, Montreal, 1986) p. 11

THE ASCENT
1
I hear a voice,
A lonely glad voice,
Singing among the raindrops.
The air is cool
And monotones of music
Rise melodiously from groundtops
Of eddying waters rushing by
In downward runnels.
A woman walks along the road,
And like a black Madonna
She stalks her shadow,
Which carries her grandcestors’ load.
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11
The Blackboy eats an ice-cream
And remembers a grandmother,
An unclothed thought,
A spot in a constant dream.
Down at her rubbed-down knees
There was never mercy
For not knowing the psalms.
In this vestigial gouging
Of the bull of memory,
Only the bamboo twig remains
Chastising with rising thought-welts.
“In the beginning was the word
And the word was with god.”
He lives in Africa
In an iroko tree.
FROM The Awakening and Song of the Antilles (Afo Enterprises, Montreal, 1988)
p. 11

SIKIO
Listen to our priests
Whose tongues release
Our tomorrow’s destinies.
The bridge runs,
The river stands still.
The foghorn summons us
To the village green
Listen, I hear muziki wa moyo—
The soul music on the river’s breath.
Nyeuesi rises and skates on the lake,
Holding a basket of firewood
For Ogun’s fire.
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Shango retreats behind the wagon
That bears homo africanus.
First Man, Timbuktu -schooled.
Is now stashed in mammy wagons
And carted around the world
Damu kichwa moyo:
Blood, head, and heart
Revive lost connections
Of these, our dismembered parts.
FROM The Journey Home (Afo Enterprises, Montreal, 1988), p. 19

RING OF ANTELOPES
Kampala leaps
Kampala bounds
to the sounds
across her seven hills
the music vibrates
and she gyrates
lowering her body to the ground
catcalls herald the New Year
men and women bend the air
with shouts of acrid glee
smoke dances from burning tyres
fueling the pre-dawn merriment
Kampala halts
Kampala waltzes
around the clock
soldiers at the ready
with AK47s steady
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watch the raucous revelry
the citizens negotiate
by blockading the royal gate
commanding them to articulate
peace to the New Year
FROM One People: Two Worlds Apart (Balboa Press, Bloomington, Indiana,
2014) p. 9
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Derrilyn Morrison is a Jamaican who received the Ph.D. in Comparative
Literature from Emory University in 2004. A Professor in the Department
of English at Middle Georgia State University, Morrison is author of
Making History Happen.She is a member the Kola Editorial board, and she
has collaborated as an author and reviewer with Il Tolomeo.
Robert Sandiford, the associate editor of Kola, is a Barbadian-Canadian
fiction writer. He is a co-founder of Arts/Etc
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H. Nigel Thomas
Editorial

Here I am, the interim editor of Kola Magazine. When Shirley Small, Horace
Goddard and I came up with the idea of founding a literary magazine—
Anthony Joyette and Randolph Homer joined the group later—I was adamant
that I wouldn’t be its editor. The role fell easily to Horace Goddard, who had
just begun a publishing company, Afo Enterprises. Horace was Kola’s editor
for 30 of the 33 years of its existence; Anthony Joyette filled in for the
remaining three. Shirley Small and I are the only two founding members
who’re still alive.
I take this opportunity to welcome Blossom Thom, the most recent
member of the Kola editorial board, and to thank Shirley for her renewed
interest in Kola.
Volume 33 number 1 is a compilation of voices that for the most part
explore the theme of racial injustice; in other words, it’s a reflection of the
times we live in. Six of the contributors—Esmeralda Thornhill, Jason Selman,
Yvonne Sam, Chantal Ismé, Blossom Thom, and H. Nigel Thomas—were
participants in a series of readings and discussions hosted by Kola Magazine
and Lectures Logos Readings under the title Building Bridges Via Literature,
itself part of the Black Community Research Council’s project, Bridging
Language and Culture in Quebec. Two of the contributors are from outside
Canada. This continues the Kola commitment to provide part of its space to
writers living outside Canada.
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POETRY

George Elliott Clarke
Self-Portrait (III)
As itinerant as ink, I set out—
a useless Ulysses—
unravelling as I travel,
boomeranging as I range,
so that Copenhagen mimics
Amsterdam collided with Venice;
and worse—bitterly, sweetly—
it looks like Halifax where it hurts.
I journey like a politico; no,
like a refugee; no, like an apostle
so, my English be catch-as-catch-can—
(Kitsch)—and I’s no recognizable Canuck.
Can’t I be the positive result
of negative histories?
To craft a canonical poem—
all raucous squabbling—
while Champagne shimmies my throat?
To show that Love is setting poems afire
and lettin em fall upon water
black with night plus rainbow-infused gasoline?
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Rime Mire
A poet’s always as invalid
As any shell-shocked invalid….
Still, I sulk—mope—into this poem,
Its mood of doom—as dark as Pome,
Blood-black. But everything sacred
Is summarily massacred.
I do make Mayhem my mission:
A poet’s part-saint, part-simian.
Who detects the Conspiracy,
Knows each word is a piracy.
The violence of human nature
Confirms my scarlet signature.
And if I’m, by nature, obscene,
The good news is, unseen’s that scene!
Unheard is the scratchy cello,
As subtle as limoncello.
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Esmeralda Thornhill
IF *

If prejudice and discrimination
Will not be wiped out by
Education
Conciliation
Comprehension
Integration
Miscegenation
Legislation
Resignation
Protestation
Denunciation
Damnation
Confrontation—
Then maybe…
Conflagration!

______________________
* Composed September 19, 1977; © 1977 Esmeralda M.A. Thornhill
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AND GOD CREATED WOMAN…
…And God created Woman—
After Man.
To stand immobile on the lower rung
Of the Ladder of Life,
Bending her shoulder to her Lord and Master
His hobbled boots and spurs drawing blood
Sucking strength from her as from a revitalizing elixir.

…And God created Woman—
After Man.
To procreate, run off
Like a duplicating machine,
Copies, miniature reproductions
To satisfy the lusty ego
Of her superior Consort
Who sees himself forever reflected in the Mirror of Time.

…And God created Woman—
After Man.
To idealize the brutal shock
Of the Reality of Life,
As she makes a house a Home
For her Lord and Master
Keeping him company and catering to his whims
Making him what he could never be without her.

…And God created Woman—
After Man.
To be later institutionalized and legalized
By Civilization, by the Establishment, by Man;
The guiding light, the nucleus of the family
Around which society whirls;
The indefatigable, ever-giving, rejuvenating
Booster of her Lord and Master.
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…And God created Woman—
After Man.
To live her life of dreams within her,
Alone.
To suffer her woes and deceptions,
Alone.
To mourn her plight with bleeding heart,
Alone.
And Man saw that it was good.
_________________
* Composed October 10, 1969; © 1969 Esmeralda M.A. Thornhill
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THEY’RE GOING TO GET YOU
They’re going to get you.
They’re going to get you.
It may be sooner.
It may be later.
Black Well-to-do Man,
They’ll catch you
Leveraging your fear of losing
Acquired wealth,
Acquired position,
Acquired prestige…
But They’ll catch you.
Black Middle-class Man,
They’ll hook you
Flashing a foretaste of
Promised riches,
Promised security,
Promised White Woman…
But They’ll hook you.
Poor Black Man,
They’ll nab you
Conjuring up the nightmare of
Past poverty,
Past “priors,”
Past hunger…
But They’ll nab you.
Yes, Black Man.
They’ve got your records:
Bank record,
School record,
Prison record…
They’ve got them all.
And They’ll catch, hook, and nab you—
Sooner or later,
They’re going to get you.
_________________________
* Composed February 1974;© 1974 Esmeralda M.A. Thornhill
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NEW YORK REMOVED

New York, I’ve heard you.
Earsplitting screech of brakes,
Honking cab horns,
Death-rattling subway,
Thundering thud of human feet…
hurrying here, hurrying there.
Yes, noisy New York, I’ve heard you—
From afar.
New York, I’ve seen you.
Gaping subway mouths
Spewing thick and flowing crowds
Onto littered streets, vehicle infested
Hostile papier mâché multitudes …
hurrying, hurrying.
Yes, bustling New York, I’ve seen you—
From afar.
New York, I’ve smelled you.
Your cosmopolitan cuisine —
Italian, Chinese, Hindu, West Indian, Soul, Français,
Ukrainian, Greek, Puerto Rican—
And your cosmopolitan garbage.
Your smog, fog, and noxious air.
Yes, polluted New York, I’ve smelled you—
From afar.
New York, I’ve even tasted you.
Your sweet glory in Her Majesty of Liberty,
Your rich grandeur in Empire State Building,
Your bitter poverty in Harlem’s vilified ghetto,
Your flat indifference to your fellow man.
Yes, revolting New York, I’ve tasted you—
From afar.

New York, I can feel you!
Your cardiac throb that never stops.
Your hate and violence bred of fear.
Your coldness and your “alone-ness”
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Your constant searching for that “Something”
Yes, lonely New York,
I have never been to you— yet,
I feel I know you—
From afar.
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Anne Janice Farray
AT HOME COLONIZER:
THE AFRICAN SPIRIT LIVES AND IS FREE!
For centuries, my eyes, hands
And mind were chained.
You did not break my Spirit.
For Generations I toiled
to liberate them.
You did not break my Spirit.
In my Struggle, I pined
and bled for my Freedom.
You did not break my Spirit.
You stole Fruits from my womb,
Which you planted with brute force.
You did not break my Spirit.
You impregnated me
with foreign seeds.
You did not break my Spirit.
Today, my eyes, hands
and mind are unshackled –are mine.
I have freed my Spirit.
I have found my way Home;
I know where I belong.
I have freed my Spirit!
February 12, 1991©
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Jason Selman
8 THINGS TO MAKE A BLACK MAN CRY – BOOK 3

Topic: The Trauma of Police Violence
1. The feeling of helplessness, that nothing will change. No matter how
much we resist, protest, push back.
2. The knowledge that you are at death’s door. The knee having been on
your neck for 8 minutes now. You can see your mother’s face, as you call
her name.
3. The impact as the first bullet stings your back, your body unprepared.
4. The phantom chill that shackles you to your hospital bed, six shots later.
Halftime:
I turn on the TV.
And I see Black bodies overcome.
Athletes, champions.
Tears in their eyes.
The mask we wear is coming off.
Four years to the day I write these words, a man takes a knee.
So many years later, all major sports leagues have taken pause.
Perhaps the world is changing, if not, at least, we are.
5. The day I meet a local victim’s family. You have so much in common.
Where you come from, where you went to school. Where you meet, the
park where I learned to ride your bike. As you try to console them, you
are at a loss for words. The protest carries on. A poem, your only offering.
6. The pain that comes with every new name, new face, new victim added
to the list. You remember, you mourn, you scream inside. A single tear
runs down your face. Slowly.
7. The call that tells you that your daughter is dead. At the hands of the
police. In her sleep, in her own home. The wrong home, the right tone to
her skin.
8. The moment you decide to talk to someone, a friend, a professional about
all the hell you have lived through. In this black body. When you let go.
The dam to your pain is broken. The water floods the nation. Water mixed
with blood.
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PAPER PLANES (RAVEN SONG)

INTRO (Maybe)
There is an ocean in my breath
The rise and fall
I have come too far to fail.
To leave a suitcase full of dreams unpacked forever
To defer this fire in my hand
PART 1
Are we looking for justice?
Where there has been so little justice?
Peace where there has been so little peace?
Should we fall into the ashes and die?
We who are young, black and bold
Some still subjects of the crown
From nations just born or about to be
What is our place?
In this commonwealth
Where justice is so uncommon
If I love myself
My mind, my body, my spirit
And present my capacities in full
Will you be ready to receive me?
The audacity of my intellect
All that I am
Then or now
Will you simply squint or stare
When I shine
Sometimes coming north isn't all it is cracked up to be
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Perhaps we should have followed other stars
Built pyramids in the sea
Allowed ourselves to be guided by other constellations
PART 2
Let the intricacies of what went on here be written in these stars
So that we can look up, learn and grow
Stumble differently
While there is still time
And we still have the will to finish what we started
Paper punch birds fills the sky
Raven songs to memorialize what we have seen and heard.
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Steve J. Wylie
WHITHER OLD FRIENDS?
(2019 winner of the “Shake” Ellsworth Keane UWI
Open Campus SVG Poetry Prize)
Like the fuzz of bygone afros,
my friends fade into acquaintances;
We meet in gingerly engagement;
Hellos are diplomats freshly appointed,
With shifting eyes curiously averted,
Seeking some trite vernacular
To colour our blandness.
Our conversation dribbles dangerously;
Stretched smiles hover like uncertain bombs
Waiting to shatter our distended speech
With whitened, friendly fire.
Decry not the foist of their feeding coterie.
Skirt carefully the venerated veiled thuggery.
Their fidgeting amuses me;
My brain comes to my defense;
I nod and smile and wonder,
What abscesses these neutered friendships form;
Their tongues and valour so neatly shelved,
Shored by money that slyly rubs the palm
And mums loyalty’s patient twinge.
Full of still-born apologies we part.
Our ingenuity uncovers a range swept bare.
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Linzey Corridin
PROGRESS?
Marred, the eldest of kin teeters
atop the bloody order,
enduring consecutive catastrophes,
attempting to shield the youngest from peril.
With no armour of their own
the burden of the world crashes down,
crowning the skulls of those defenders
most in need of salvation.
Fate deals the veteran a fleshless existence,
garnering their hide,
turned coat for the younger generations
who then hurry down the ladder to ruin.
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FOOTNOTES OF MY HUSBAND
Black streams from you,
yellows make up the sinew
of your blue heart,
red liquid gushing from your lips,
pink with the effervescence
of life,
brown eyes cast a net
wide and white like your mind,
a blur,
one grand grey moment
in between golden suns,
under the aurora skies,
these are all footnotes of
how I came to spend eternity
with You,
my Battyman.
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Blossom Thom
SARAH HARVIE, BOG SCHOOLTEACHER: MAINTAINS ORDER
The poem includes an embedded message. The hint for deciphering the message is
in the title of the poem, placed after the colon.

After afternoon bell, Miss Sarah Harvie,
alone, maps lesson plans, pens quiz, straightens up.
Alphabet and arithmetic bridge classes,
April 1848. One-room schoolhouse,
Blacks shoulder-to-shoulder with Whites. Xenophobes
blanch, contest harmony in interracial
blends while chalk scratches blackboards. Miss Sarah sees
blood freed from inkwells jot lines on paper. Skint
Bog children mind Miss Sarah, sweet as hunger.
Charlottetown children do in the yard, bawdiness
done in the home. Lunchtime question: “What’re you
“eating?” erupts into blue, potato slurs,
echoing eeny-meany-miney-mo taunts.
Every toe, bitten or pulled, smarts like a fast fist.
Fact is, Miss Sarah staunches tears, shushes their
fears, guides her pupils, successfully, towards
feasts of promise. Simmered truth: You are worthy.
For George Kelly, liming loose, taunts tossed twist to
God’s ear, fall like stones targeting teens (town Whites).
Hot pistol shot. Shouts. Bloody body tumbles.
“I’ll kill another before I leave,”11 Louis
Johnston screams, secure. Swings the wagon away.
Judge knows no stone thrown by George Kelly, unarmed.
Judge loves last-minute, White women’s alibis.
Judge minds lawman’s opinion: Bog wards? Witless.
Justice lets loose Louis Johnston. Miss Sarah
keeps Kelly’s memory. Students’ sorrow thick,
like molasses; sticky torments mire minds.
Miss Sarah’s school sets standards. Students, the town’s
news reports, sweep trophies. Wealthy Whites wish for
offspring’s tutelage under Miss Sarah’s eye.
1

This quotation is an excerpt of what witnesses reported. George Kelly was 16 years old when he
was killed near the Bog School. Louis Johnston and his friend James Milner were accused and tried
for murder. Johnston had confessed to a steward who found him stowed away on his vessel in port.
For further details see Hornby, pp. 59-60.
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Parents press to access Bog education.
Quality strolls straight through town, twirls, undaunted.
Quick regulation review reveals risk to
relaxing rules for once wary xenophobes.
Rumours run wild. Will Bog children fall to wealth?
Stewards vote: Monied families jeopardize
stipends (tuition grants), government money
to train Bog children, maintain the school’s mandate.
Miss Sarah schooled the Bog for fifty-six years.
Her patience secured futures for the Bog’s poor.
Two thousand brains strained then unchained. Under
understated excellence, her pupils strive.
Victory, molasses sweet, shrugs. Wonder
wanders, finds nooks where words—work, worthy, yes—
weather well. Connections, slim to thick, remain.
Xmas cards cover Miss Sarah’s tabletop,
yearly. Remembered. Miss Sarah urged them through
zenith. Her legacy maintains momentum.

Afterword
All good things come to those who wait and wait . . .
By 1983, Nova Scotia closed
Canada’s last segregated school.

***
Solution
This poem is an abecedarian poem: The first word of each line falls in alphabetical
order, from A through Z. The lines that break this rule create the message.
Message: Miss Sarah schooled the Bog for fifty-six years. Her patience secured
futures for the Bog’s poor.

***
Works Consulted
Hornby, Jim. Black Islanders: Prince Edward Island’s Historical Black Community.
Charlottetown: Institute of Island Studies, 1991. Print.
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WHILE WE WERE AWAY
Angels, golden as dragonflies, dart
away, forsake us to our homes.
Raw as a new wound, our voices
fail. “Stay,” whispered too late. Desire drips
like sweat on freshly tilled earth. Dreams of
tomatoes, plundered by marauding
squirrels, left to theft for food.
Isolated, we truss ourselves to
devices. Connections fragile as
a neck beneath knees. Pinned, he cried out.
Ancestors wailed. With mouths masked, throats scabbed
over, we march. Birdsong fills the void.
We raise our eyes to an orange
horizon. Blue skies shy as a dream.
September 2020
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Chantal Ismé
À CES FEMMES QUI NOUS TRAITENT D’ESCLAVES,
NOUS LES FEMMES NOIRES !

Je sens dans mes entrailles
Les tranchées de ces enfants mort.e.s-né,e,s
M pete rèl
Je suffoque sous le poids bouleversant
Du cadavre de ma voisine en haut
Et celui de mon oncle en bas
Notre identité s’est forgée
Dans la cale de ce bateau
à l’odeur fétide de notre humanité souillée par ton avidité
M pete rèl
Esclaves dis-tu ?
Femme, moi fille de l’Afrique
Et mes frères portent l’étampe
De cette abomination
Dans nos souvenirs millénaires
À la couleur des ghettos de l’occident …
Le navire tangue doucement
Nos cerveaux enfiévrés et anesthésiés
Berce nos paysages à jamais éloignés
Berce nos familles à jamais disloquées
Père Martinique
Mère Cuba
Frère Jamaïque
Sœur Bahamas
Cousin Guadeloupe
Cousine Vénézuela
Femme, réuni.e.s en occident
par l’insatiable cupidité du Capital
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Souffrance
Puissance
Résilience
En lutte
Nos vies forgeuses de conscience
Sortent les ombres des placards
Faisceau de lumière
Pour ériger ce monde juste
Egalitaire
Sans violence
Sans sexisme
Sans racisme
LIBRE
2014
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CAUSERIE RETRANSCRITE
Tu m’as dit que mes lèvres étaient trop épaisses,
Tu m’as dit que mes cheveux étaient trop crépus et ma peau trop basanée
Tu m’as dit que je prenais trop de place
Tu m’as dit que j’avais trop d’aisance
Tu m’as dit que je m’exprime trop bien pour … un noir
Tu m’as dit …
Tu m’as dit …
Tu n’as point vu mes beaux yeux brillants d’humanité,
Tu n’as point vu mon sourire débordant de vie,
Tu n’as point vu la forme ovale de mon visage
Tu n’as point entendu la finesse de mes propos,
Tu n’as point entendu la vivacité de ma réflexion,
Tu n’as point entendu mes idéaux de justice
Condamné par ma différence!
Dénigré par ma couleur!
Dans l’abysse déshumanisant, tu ne m’entraîneras point
Mes rêves d’humanité transcendent ta petitesse
Je suis Legba
J’abats les barrières
J’ouvre le passage pour toi aussi
La lumière brillera sur terre!
2019
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REBELLE
Assise à califourchon sur l’arbre de la vie
Tu sirotes le vin de la liberté
Ta seule divinité
Le vent s’agrippe à tes cheveux
Tu files insaisissable
Arpentant les nuages
Virevoltant les cimes
Narguant les plaines trop sages
Planant au-dessus des cages
Tu incendies les liens
Tu marches vers la lumière
Tu refuses les chemins étroits
De tes mains nues tu effaces les barbelés
Fleur sauvage
Fille de la terre et de la mer
Ecorchée tu poursuis la longue marche
Insensible aux regards tordus de l’ordre établi
Guerrière des temps oubliés
Avec le Vèvè de l’éternel combat des opprimé.e.s
Tu traças le kata de la victoire
2020
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PROSE

Yvonne Sam
Tired of Systemic Racism and the Refusal to Name It

Like COVID-19, racism is present in every nook and cranny of this province, as it is
in so many other places. As Black people know all too well, it is reflected in the daily
experiences of members of racialized minorities. It is a pandemic on top of a
pandemic.
I have close friends and family of all ethnicities, and I pride myself on being
measured and fair. I have always striven to view the circumstances of life as the glass
being three-quarters full instead of one-quarter empty, but my patience has truly
worn thin.
And now I am tired, and not only of the premier’s refusal to acknowledge our
reality.
I am tired of the overall physical and psychological toll that being Black takes
on me every day.
Tired of systemic and institutionalized racism that is masked by flowery
mission statements and codes of conduct that are rarely enforced.
Tired of Blacks and other racialized minorities being stopped more often by the
police than are white people.
Tired of watching innocent Black men being subjected to violence at the hands of law
enforcement.
Tired of watching the few Black-owned businesses struggle without access to
capital.
Tired of being disrespected at times because of my colour.
Tired of the word “diversity,” which so often has been nothing more than a diversion
away from Black.
Tired of the systemic racism that Indigenous and other racialized minorities
face when accessing health-care services in Canada.
It pains me deeply that Black parents need to have “the conversation” with their
children, especially their sons, regarding their possible interaction with police
officers. Every evening before they go to bed, they must say a prayer that their boys
will not be targeted and killed by law enforcement officers who mistake them for a
threat, something that their white friends or classmates don’t worry about.
Why are we still facing the same problems, and having the same conversations
surrounding racism in 2020, that we have had over the past 30 or 40-plus years?
The reason seems to be that we have never truly had any desire to actually
address and cure the “pandemic of racism.”
The danger with Legault’s denial is twofold. The denial of systemic racism by a
government leader, and displayed lack of action to remedy the situation, could be
interpreted as an invitation for other governmental, legal and educational institutions
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to ignore the problem, or to treat incidents as isolated occurrences. Second, Legault’s
viewpoint in effect dismisses the persistent struggle of Black people in Quebec and
reduces public confidence in the capability of Quebec institutions.
In order to move the needle, we must in the first instance challenge our institutions
and hold our leaders accountable when it comes to anti-discrimination policies and
initiatives. After all, avoiding the topic of systemic racism has not rendered Quebec
free from it.
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Aparna Sanyal
TREACHERY (fiction)
Sometime after the 2008 Mumbai terrorist attacks, Asmita found the porcelain-hard
oval behind her left earlobe. It began four days after her arrival in Kolkata.
“I’ve seen illness all my life,” her grandmother chided. “This is not serious.”
But the ellipse grew like a seed. After two weeks the pulsing centre was like a
finger jammed between sinew and bone. She developed a temperature.
“If you were six and not thirty-six, and if it were on both sides, I’d say it was
the mumps,” speculated Dr. Ajehbahjeh, the ear-nose-and-throat specialist in a
private clinic on Gariahat. Young. Clean-shaven man. Boyish grin. He wore a slateblue suit and a brilliant tie. He had a reassuring Scottish accent from his days at the
University of Edinburgh. Asmita and Dr. Ajehbahjeh laughed about his office phone,
which sometimes did not work, and the routine tests which must be scheduled a
week in advance.
Someone was always sick or dying or in trouble here. Asmita’s parents’
decision to retire in Kolkata had baffled her. During her childhood, the family had
gone back to visit just twice, once when Asmita was two. Her paternal grandparents
were virtual strangers. “Doesn’t she eat rice?” her grandmother had fretted, when
Asmita ordered in a vegetarian pizza. Later, when Asmita stayed up one night to fill
out a grant application, Thakuma had pushed open her door. “What time do you go
to bed? Go to sleep now; we have breakfast at eight.” Though a foot shorter than
Asmita, she had the same patrician arch at the top of her nose, the same wavy hair.
Asmita could only reply to her grandmother’s questions in Bengali like a five-yearold: “I sleep when want” and “White rice bad.”
Dr. Ajehbahjeh found the test results inconclusive; both cancer and
tuberculosis were possibilities.
“You’d better go home,” he advised. “They’ll take good care of you there.”
But she had to wait for the probate of her father’s will to come through.
“Dear, I am telling you it is nothing,” her grandfather said, while watching the
news about the Mumbai terrorist attacks. “But if you must go to someone, go to
Pradip.”
Pradip was the local physician.
“I want someone good, Thakurda. Wasn’t it you who told me Madhujetima
was misdiagnosed and landed in hospital, and got a tainted transfusion?”
“That was not because of Pradip, that was another doctor.”
“Why fuss so much?” said her grandmother, looking away from her and
reaching for the phone. “It is nothing.”
Thakuma was preparing for a visit from one of Asmita’s cousins from Delhi, Shaan.
“VP,” she said to Asmita, flashing the cousin’s gold-embossed business card.
“Very big computer company. He was always top boy in school.”
And Thakuma had called the cousin’s mother to find out whether he was still fond
of alu paratha.
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Asmita knew about this cousin, but had never met him.
“So much fuss,” echoed the long-time servant, Deepa, raising her head from
wiping the kitchen floor to scrutinize Asmita.
“Shaan is so good,” her grandmother crooned on the phone. “He sent me
flowers for my birthday all the way from Singapore. Shaan loves me so much.”
Setting down the phone and catching Asmita’s eye, she said (and Asmita heard
a reproof in it): “I cradled him in my lap from the time he was young.”
Asmita had arrived in her Calgary French immersion kindergarten speaking
only Bengali, and later, when English had begun to replace it, spoke Binglish,
pronouncing ‘vege-table’ like a special sort of table. She had a recording of her
parents singing a classic Bengali tune with her three-year-old self: “Keep these words
in mind” was the meaning of the refrain, the only words of the song that she now,
with cruel irony, understood. Walking down St. Denis in Montreal, shortly after she'd
moved there, she had heard a pair of brown men in front of her wonder, in Bengali,
where to find a good restaurant. Something within her had leapt up, wanted to speak,
to be recognized. But she had been too numbed to find the right words. French was
different; it had been grafted onto her in school, like English. Bengali was the
language of crooning, of bath-time and bedtime, of intimacy itself, and she could no
longer speak it. Just when her voice paused, retracted, the two Bengali men had
disappeared, as though they had detected her treachery.
Late that night the area under her ear hurt badly. Her mother and father would
have dragged her to various doctors. She took a cab alone to the emergency room at
the local hospital. It had no waiting room, just a sleeping clerk at a desk. Woken up,
he pronounced her case no emergency.
“It’s an emergency in my country.”
“Well, in your country...” he began belligerently, then trailed off, uncertain.
“Call the doctor. Now!”
The doctor turned up, a tired intern of perhaps twenty-three, and wrote her a shakyhanded prescription that she threw away when she got home.
Nauseous with pain the next day, Asmita consented to see the local GP. He was
all spectacle and mustache, and spoke poor English. He looked at her for a few
minutes before declaring her inflammation to be a salivary gland infection, “very
common.” He prescribed her penicillin and painkillers. She bought the pills and
began taking them. Yet her face in the mirror looked monstrous. She went to another
specialist, Dr. Nakami, who inserted a large needle behind her ear. She was asked to
come back for the results the next morning.
That January day was damp. Her grandfather offered to come as usual, but she
insisted he stay at home.
“It is not safe for you alone,” her grandfather cried after her, standing at the
door of his room. “Why don’t you let me come?”
A fresh black patch had sprung up amid his white hair.
“You should sleep,” she said, in English.
“You grew up alone,” he said sounding unhappy.
They hadn’t sent her letters when she was a child. Yesterday her grandmother had
asked her if she wanted to stay single and become a Selfish Giant, alluding to a fable
Asmita had not read.
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The fog had begun that day. It curled along the streets as she travelled to Dr.
Nakami’s office. In the clinic she stood at the counter with five other patients while
the receptionist hunted for a misplaced file. Finally Asmita got the woman’s ear.
“I have an appointment with Dr. Nakami.”
“Ok, please have a seat,” said the woman, wearing a faded nurse’s coat.
“Don’t you want my name?”
“Yes, name?” asked the woman, pen poised.
A petite female with over-oiled hair jostled Asmita’s elbow, and whined:“Didi, if you
can just check my husband’s file...”
“Ek minit,” said the receptionist authoritatively. “Yes, name please, madam?”
“Asmita Mukherjee, I’m here to see Dr. Nakami.”
A bald man behind her began shouting that his wife had to have her report
immediately.
“Ek minit,” droned the receptionist. “Ah, I found your appointment here. Mrs.
Mukherjee, no problem; take a seat. We will call you.”
“Do you know how long we have to wait?” She had trouble opening her jaw.
Nonetheless her voice was loud, filling the clinic.
“Not very long, Mrs. Mukherjee,” said the receptionist, swaying her head as if
to say, no problem, no problem; we are rushing to solve your problem. “Madam,
please take a seat.”
“It’s Ms. Mukherjee.”
“Miss?”
“Ms.,” Asmita said, over the sighing of the man whose wife needed her report.
“I’d like a precise answer. Because last time I was told it would take around ten
minutes and I waited ninety. And on top of that you mixed up my file with another
person’s.” She glanced over at the dimly lit waiting room, overflowing with people.
Everyone was staring at her.
“It will be more than an hour,” said the receptionist. “So sorry, madam.”
She found a seat between an obese college student listening to CNN reports
about the Mumbai terrorist attacks on the waiting room TV and a middle-aged lady
roped with yellow gold. Opposite her sat a boy, of thirteen or fourteen. His eyes were
lustreless and his face inflamed. The boy started coughing, a little at first, then
violently. He did not cover his mouth. Nor did his mother cover it for him. Asmita
had read on the web that nearly fifty percent of Indians were carrying the tuberculosis
bacteria. The boy opened his mouth wider, and began hacking, the spasms rocking
his heron-like body. His mother put her arms around him and stroked his back.
Asmita fixed her eyes on them, then toward the reception area. Of course there were
no masks available.
As the boy continued to hack, Asmita took her dupatta and, wrapping it a
couple of times around her neck, made a mask. Her eyes peered above her gauzy
defense at both boy and mother. The mother lifted her eyes to the ceiling. She
continued to rock her heaving son. Across the room, a woman said loudly to her
neighbour: “Dekheccho? (Did you see that?)” Turning, Asmita saw that the woman
was staring, not at the boy, but at herself. Asmita felt a surge of anger toward her,
toward the mother and son, toward everyone in the clinic, toward the whole
damnable country.
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The clock had struck six-thirty am when she’d entered her room. She had
immediately fallen asleep upon the soft bed. A knock had roused her. Close-lidded,
she had opened her door. A spare figure had jumped, begun apologizing. “Sorry,
madam. Please go back to sleep, madam.” Later, another knock had woken her. A
man in a white jacket announced that the buses were leaving and she had twenty
minutes to get ready. The alarm clock read 9:14 am. Her heart hiccupping in protest,
she washed her face and brushed her teeth. Running her finger over the nodes in her
neck, she thought again of cancer, of TB, wondering if she would infect everyone in
the plane. She gathered her coat, bag, purse, papers; swallowed her pills; raced
downstairs.
The fog had gone, but now everything looked too bright, and the insides of her
eyelids glowed red. Two buses stood in front of the hotel. She climbed onto the first.
Everyone was staring into her silly heart, the one that had demanded a room she had
not enjoyed, and had mooned over a soulless stranger. She sat down, tucked away
her things, and stared out the window. What were they waiting for? Asmita felt
around for her purse. It was not there. She looked on the luggage rack. It was not
there. She groped under her seat and searched under the empty seat next to her. It
was not there.
She ran to the front of the bus.
“My purse is missing,” she declared. “I have to go back to the hotel.”
“Hurry,” said the driver, bored. “We will wait.”
The hotel clerk dispatched housekeeping staff to her room. They found
nothing. In her possession she had her passport and ticket, and five hundred rupees
in total. All her credit and identity cards, plus travellers’ cheques, were in the purse.
Were those things important or not? The fog had retreated into her brain.
She ran back to the bus, raced to her seat and asked the passengers around her
if they had found a purse. A man with greenish-white skin declared with an
American accent:
“No, nothing at all. Sorry.”
Asmita grabbed her bag and coat and got off the bus. She thought of Walter’s camera.
“It’s possible that the purse was stolen,” she said to the hotel desk clerk.
“Someone came to my door last night.”
“Was it hotel staff?”
“I don’t think so,” she said.
“Madam, you must go to your embassy and also the police station. A hotel
driver can take you.”
She became more certain that her purse had been stolen.
“But my flight?”
“You can reschedule it.”
She hurried into the police station, her enflamed eyes folded. The interior was duncoloured. The mid-day light shone through a tiny window. None of the half-dozen
people milling about could speak English except one thirtyish man in a golf shirt and
slacks, Raj, whose house, she later found out, had been burgled of four hundred
thousand rupees. He was pacing the floor with trembling hands. He stopped a
moment to tell her where to sit: a plastic seat, one in a row set against a bare wall.
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Nearby was a rectangular grilled window through which she glimpsed several khakiuniformed officers.
“Madam,” said one man peering at her through the window, “here is a form.
Describe the incident in detail. “Afterward the sergeant will speak with you.”
She completed the form with Raj’s help, and they waited.
“Do you think they will be able to help you?” she asked.
He twisted his wrist in a helpless gesture.
“The money is probably gone by now. My wife and I went to Mumbai for three
days. We came back and the house was ransacked.”
“I’m so sorry.”
“And you? Your embassy cannot help you?”
The woman at the High Commission reception had said:
‘“You must have relatives in the country who could pay for a new ticket. The
Canadian government will not be responsible for citizens who can cover their return
costs.”’
“They were useless.” Asmita smiled. “I might as well have been stateless.”
A man in his late fifties called her to the grilled window. His face was arresting
with its strong jaw and light-brown eyes. The sergeant could not speak English but
could read it. After looking over her statement, he called an officer to translate a
sentence in the text. The English-speaking officer said:
“Why don’t you change the word ‘stolen’ to ‘missing’? We do not know if your
purse was stolen.”
“But the hotel staff checked everywhere, and I checked the bus. I went straight
from my room to the bus. What else could it be but stolen?”
“The staff could have made a mistake. Or it could still be in the bus.”
She remembered the visitor who had come to her door at night.
“I’m sure it’s been stolen,” she said.
The sergeant asked her to wait. Raj came back and sat next to her. The light had
turned red. Some commotion broke out inside the office. The sergeant signalled to
her. He was chatting on the phone. She gazed at his faded uniform, some seams resewn, noted his unfashionable haircut. He was the sort, she thought, whose wife cut
his hair, and who had kept the same uniform for a decade, whose grandchildren
climbed onto his knee with adoration and awe. She wondered how much he was
paid. “A policeman’s lot is not a happy one”; he reminded her of this Victorianism.
She gazed up at the ceiling, where a single exposed bulb burned.
The sergeant put down the phone and spoke to Raj, who said happily:
“The hotel called. The bus company found your purse. It was under a seat. The
company is keeping it for you.”
“Oh!” she exclaimed. “Thank you so much. Is the purse full?”
“It has things in it, but you are the one who will know. They will bring you
there.”
At around six pm, the sergeant strode out of the office, threw instructions over
his shoulder to a subordinate, and said ‘come’ to Asmita. She followed, bidding Raj
goodbye. The sergeant led her to a small lot full of police scooters. Glancing at her,
he gestured at his battered one. Before mounting, he paused, said “bus company,”
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used the word “parse” then “need”: You need that purse, don’t you? he seemed to
say. She nodded. He climbed onto the scooter and bade her get up behind him. There
was no second set of pedals and she tried, in her exhaustion, to keep her feet glued
to the sides of the bike.
They arrived at the bus company headquarters, housed in a small strip mall.
Inside were four men waiting around a table. They beckoned to the policeman and
Asmita. One man, clean-shaven, fair and plump, rose and shook hands with the
sergeant and Asmita, saying: “I am the owner of the bus company. Your purse, check
if it is ok.” On the table sat her purse, bulging.
“Look inside,” advised the owner. “Make sure everything is here. Sit. Will you
have tea?”
The sergeant nodded.
The owner shouted to someone out of sight.
She smiled at everyone uneasily, and rifled through her bag as five pairs of eyes
watched. Yes, everything was there: credit cards, driver’s license, social insurance
card, health insurance card, travellers’ cheques, notebooks.
“Thank you so much for this. Everything is here.”
“We found it under the seat. We always check the bus after every trip” he said,
laughing. For some reason everyone but the sergeant was grinning.
“Every trip,” echoed another man, small and grizzled, with slow emphasis. A
young boy appeared and handed them cups of steaming tea. She sneaked a look at
the sergeant. His face had hardened. He asked something of the owner.
“Is it full?” asked the owner.
“It is full,” she said.
“Did you check everything?”
“Yes,” she replied, holding her wallet in one hand.
“Good. We also looked at everything, just to make sure what was in there.”
“Oh,” she said uncertainly.
“You have many cards,” the owner said, miming the insertion of a card into an
ATM, “but these cards are of no use to us. Without a code how would we use them?
And same thing with those cheques. You had your passport with you?”
“Yes.”
The owner said something to the sergeant, who replied under his breath. The owner
asked her:
“You had your ticket?”
She nodded.
“And you missed your flight?”
“Yes.”
The owner murmured to the assembly, and they all began shaking their heads.
The sergeant waved at the wallet and the purse. He threw a harsh glance at Asmita.
She eyed him and he looked away.
The man sitting next to her announced in English that he was one of the company
tour guides.
“We give tours in English and French and Spanish,” he said. “You are a
Canadian?”
“That’s right.”
“Do you speak French?”
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“Oui,” she said, grateful for the diversion. “Ou avez-vous appris le francais?”
“Je viens de Pondicherry,” he said.
“Pondicherry, mais j’y ai été il y a quelques ans. Quelle belle ville!”
The others watched, excluded, diminished. She cast a look at the sergeant. His chin
had sunk onto his chest, and his face grown black. His eyes glinted at her, two slashes
of white in his square face.
She broke off her conversation and asked the owner:
“Why is he angry?”
The owner chuckled.
“They are always angry, policemen.”
The other men laughed, and the owner made a slight gesture, rubbing his thumb and
forefinger together. She looked at the sergeant again; something had happened to
him. He had grown sullen, he had shrunk. His broad shoulders curved inward. The
other men, and above all the fat, undistinguished owner, laughed at him. And this
made him even more upset with her, though she was not to blame.
She tried to keep up the patter with the young man, telling him,“Votre accent
est tellement pur”. But her eyes kept flitting to the sergeant.
A searing tube-light flickered on the wall behind him. The dialogue ran out of fuel.
The sergeant spat something out, pointing at her. The other men blinked, unsmiling.
She asked the owner again:“Why is he mad?”
The owner smiled uncomfortably.
“There was a man at the station, someone who had had four lakhs stolen from his
house. You arrived after that man. But he,” the owner gestured at the sergeant. “did
not attend to that man because he thought you needed your purse and that you had
to go home. You know we cannot use those cards. Yet you lost your flight too.”
She might have refuted his logic, arguing that the cards could be used, that someone
could easily steal her identity in this country, that the five hundred dollars worth of
travellers’ cheques would have been lost.
“I didn’t understand what was going on,” she said now, looking from the
owner to the sergeant. “I panicked.”
The owner bent his head, and spoke to the sergeant, whose expression did not
change.
She thought back to the exchange Raj and the sergeant had had. She must have
been conscious that her needs were being put above his. And she had not minded.
But the only thing the sergeant had asked her, and she had guessed at this, was
whether she needed her purse. Had she needed it really? She had had her passport
and enough rupees to get by. She could have cancelled the cards by phone, alerted
authorities to the theft of her identity documents. She hadn’t been thinking. In a flash
of suspicion she wondered if the sergeant had lost a bribe by helping her instead of
Raj.
Everyone was now silent. She murmured that she should go. The sergeant got
up. The owner offered to rent her one of the company cars to take her to the airport,
and she agreed. The sergeant headed out the door, and she followed. Outside, as the
sergeant stepped toward his scooter, she felt the need to right herself with him before
they parted. The sergeant stood with his back to her, unhooking his helmet. She
tapped him on the shoulder.
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“I just want to say thank you. Thank you for having taken the trouble...thank
you.”
He did not bother turning round, but over his left shoulder cackled a parody.
“Hanh, thenk you, thenk you, thenk you.”
From the side, he resembled the pictures of the demon king, Ravana, in the comic
books her grandmother had sent her when she was a child: eyebrows swooping over
an arched nose; bitter, sneering mouth.
She could not right herself with any gesture or word. But I am not to blame,
she wanted to yell. She knew he was not fair. Yet he seemed right. He responded to
the doctrine of her life, a doctrine she had not chosen, nor begun to interpret. Standing
there mute, waiting, she saw him relax. But he did not turn around. For now, there
was nothing to do but step away to the sedan that would take her to the airport.
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GWENETTE CAMBRIDGE
ASH WEDNESDAY BLUES
(2019 co-winner of the H. Nigel Thomas UWI
Open Campus SVG Fiction Prize)

“Today is Ash Wednesday,” Patsy’s grandmother informed her.”
Big deal, Patsy thought sourly as she climbed out of bed.
“Today is Ash Wednesday,” the radio announcer said in a serious voice. “It is
the beginning of the Lenten season.”
So what? Patsy thought in irritation. She could not understand why the older
people were so mired in superstition. Take her Granny Evvie, for instance; Patsy
would hear no ends of long-ago stories in her village when the devil used to roam
the village. She could not believe that she, the most intelligent girl in her class, would
believe those outlandish stories that Grandpa George used to tell. For instance, the
story of the Powder Puss Man! Who ever heard something so ridiculous? That a tall
man … his face powdered as white as snow … would stand there in the dark and lure
little children away … and once you walked between his legs which were as thick as
the trunk of a Congo Pump tree, you would never be seen again. “Utter rubbish,”
Patsy muttered to herself as she left the house.
One hour later as she stood in the St. Paul’s Girls High School auditorium, she
heard the principal say in a hushed tone of voice intended to sound holy and
righteous, “Today is Ash Wednesday. I expect all the students belonging to the three
major denominational churches to go and receive your ashes. Let us now pray …”
Oh no! Patsy thought in frustration. Not again! Every year it’s the same thing.
I am going to hide out this one for sure and play a game on my cell phone.
It was not that Patsy had anything against the Lenten season per se, but it
was just that in her little village of Brentwood, people associated Lent with various
mishaps. Since Satan and his angels were said to be on the loose, people were more
pious than usual as no one knew who would be the target of the next tragedy. Patsy
dreaded Lent because Grandmother Evvie made sure that Patsy went to church four
days during the week and three times on Sunday. Also, she wished there was some
way she could get out of listening to her grandmother’s narration of all the bad things
that had happened in the past during Lent.
Two years ago Mr. Clarke’s bull had gone on a rampage on Ash Wednesday. It
had knocked Mr. Simon off his one leg into the muddy swamp nearby and Mrs.
Sankar had almost suffered a heart attack when she saw the large black bull bearing
down on her. Luckily she had the presence of mind to waddle into Mrs. Barker’s yard
and close the gate. All the old people in the village shook their heads and muttered
darkly.
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“This is not a good sign,” sighed Mother Andries. “Trouble is a-brewing. Never
in my born days nutten like this ever happen.” The fact that Mother Andries was
eighty five years made her an expert on many subjects in the village.
“Somebody is sure to go,” she concluded ominously and her other cronies eyed
one another uneasily. What a shock it was to learn only two days later that Mother
Andries herself was the one to go! And it did not stop there! Sister Flo and Brother
Archie followed soon after. The entire village was in an uproar and the churches were
filled to capacity as villagers prayed to God to spare their sinful lives.
Last year too had its moments. Lent had brought three accidents, with two
deaths and a major back injury. Those men had been in the crowd that had witnessed
the old cedar tree topple - just like that – out of the earth, its roots waving in the wind
like snakes contorting in a mating dance while the large hole seemed like a black pit
with sinister, beckoning depths.
Patsy shivered as she relived those moments. A sudden commotion in the
auditorium made her realize that assembly was over. A sea of blue marched
relentlessly towards the school gate … their destination … the Catholic Church. She
tried to sidle away to find a hiding place, but that was not to be.
“Patsy, whey yu gwine?” Betty looked at her rather inquisitively.
“No – o, no – o way,” Patsy stuttered.
Her hopes and plans vanished into thin air. Betty was such a tell-tale that if she,
Patsy, slipped away now, the principal, her grandmother and the entire school body
would hear of it. And not only that, it would become embellished by each new
repetition!
“Me belly hurting meh like crazy,” Patsy said, her face contorting in the most
horrible grimace to reflect the imaginary pain.
“Gel, I gwine fuh me ash,” Betty said. “Yu know how de devil does let loose
fuh tempt people and do evil tings round dis time. The ashes is wha does protect me
and me family.” And with that she had darted into the throng of school children
wending their way to the churches which embraced this practice.
Patsy gave a relieved sigh. Her eyes darted around quickly. No one was
looking her way. She made her way purposefully towards the girl’s washroom. If
anyone stopped her she would say that she had serious diarrhea. No one did. And
Patsy locked herself thankfully in the cleanest toilet and slipped her cell phone out of
her pocket.
So engrossed did she become in her games that she did not realize the hour had
passed until she heard laughter and taps running. She flushed the cistern and
sauntered nonchalantly out of the bathroom. She squashed the twinge of guilt she
felt as she viewed the dark faces of her companions with the even darker crosses on
their foreheads.
Look, Patsy argued with herself, it’s every year we does go and it don’t stop de
devil. So my going won’t ah stop him anyway.
The day progressed smoothly after that and it was soon time to go home. When
she was two houses away from home Patsy saw her grandmother sitting on the little
seat that had been built under the shade of a large calabash tree and her heart sank.
Something awful must have happened. It was only on these special occasions that
Grandma Evvie sat there.
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“Girl Patsy!” (Her grandmother did not even give her chance to say good
afternoon.) “Trouble come fuh true! The devil done let loose dis Ash Wednesday.”
Grandma’s face was shiny with sweat and her eyes were at the point of popping out
of her head.
“Whe –whe happen Granny?” Patsy’s voice shook.
Her grandmother’s bosom seemed to swell with the news she was about to
give.
“Miss Sheila “baccoo” get way!” she said, nodding her head, “and she cyant
ketch dem up to now.”
Fear was like a giant fist around Patsy’s throat and the saliva dried up in her
mouth. She made three attempts before she could force the words out.
‘Whe we gon do Granny?” Her voice quavered.
“Ah doan know chile. Praise God ah went fuh me ash. You went fuh yours too,
ah hope?” Granny Evvie’s eyes rested on Patsy briefly as she lumbered to her feet.
“Ye – e – s Granny,” Patsy replied. She could not possibly tell Granny the truth.
Granny Evvie went across to the fence that separated her yard from Mrs.
Thomas. “Miss Thomas yu hear bout we crosses?” she called out.
“Yes girl,” Mrs. Thomas answered as she emerged from her wattle-and-daub
to meet with Granny Evvie at the fence. This was their meeting ground. All news was
exchanged, discussed and examined right there.
Patsy crept into the house, her heart weighed a ton. She had always heard that
Miss Sheila had two “baccoos.” It was said that she kept them in a bottle in the day
but at nights she let them go and fed them on bananas and milk. It was the “baccoos”
that were responsible for Miss Sheila’s wealth. Although Miss Sheila had no children,
she had a big house and a car with a chauffeur. Her garden was the most beautiful
and well-kept one in the village. Hardly any of the villagers spoke to her and little
children were warned never to go near her house or to accept any sweets from her.
“Yu never know,” her grandmother had muttered darkly, “she could want yu
fuh de sacrifice fuh de baccoo.” This thought had stayed with Patsy all those years
and even though Miss Sheila looked like an innocent old woman, Patsy crossed the
street any time she saw her approaching. Miss Sheila lived three houses away from
Miss Evvie and Patsy.
That evening thunder rumbled as if in warning and flashes of lightning pierced
the sky. Then the laden clouds emptied on the village, lashing the galvanized roofs
with fury. The constant drumming of the rain seemed as an omen to Patsy, so by 7
p.m. she was ready for bed. Her grandmother expressed surprise for Patsy’s normal
bedtime was 9:30 p.m., but Patsy said that she had a headache. She could not confess
to her grandmother that she had not gone for ashes; moreover, she had been warned
not to take her cell phone to school.
“You see dis rain and thunder … hmm … dark deeds will happen tonight.
Sometimes,” Granny continued, “dem baccoos does pelt big stone pan people house.
God knows what will happen tonight. Deh does call out to one another too yu know.”
“Goodnight Granny,” Patsy interrupted in a strangled voice and she ran into
her room. If she had stayed one minute longer she would have begged her
grandmother if she could sleep with her. She would have endured all the loud snores,
the muttered questions and answers, the conversations that Granny had in her sleep,
but at least she would be safe. But if she asked, her grandmother would want to know
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why and she would probe away until she learnt about her disobedience that morning.
Then it would be a-fussing and a-scolding all night long. Patsy chose what she
thought was the lesser of the two evils, curled herself into a ball, hugged her pillow
and went to sleep.
Hours later, through her sleep-fogged brain Patsy heard them calling - a funny
high pitched sound.
“Waaurr ….Prrupp …. Waaurr …. Prrupp …. Waaurr ……………”
Patsy instantly awoke. “Oh Jesus! O God! They outside. Lord forgive me for
not taking de ash. O Lord! Hail Mary! Our Father! The Lord is my Shepherd!” Patsy
rattled off the prayers but the high-pitched whining calls and answer continued until
the soft mutters of her prayers and the sound of the “baccoos” became a litany. She
wanted to go to the bathroom but fear was a giant hand that kept her pinned to the
bed. She wanted to run to her grandmother but the entire house was in darkness and
the baccoos might hear … O God! O Jesus! … Patsy threw the bed sheet over her
head, grabbed her pillow and bit down on her lips to steady her chattering teeth.
She did not know how long it lasted – until a voice said, “But like yu aint’t
getting up fuh prayers dis morning?” It was Granny Evvie, as usual in the greyness
of the early dawn, coming to wake her up.
“Granny!” Patsy could hardly articulate the words. “Yu hear dem?”
“Hear who?” Granny asked puzzled.
“The bacoos! Dey been here since last night callin to one another. Is because ah
didn’t go fuh ashes yesterday.” Patsy was babbling but she couldn’t seem to stop.
Then the tears began. “Oh Granny if yu did hear dem …. Waaurr! Prrupp!”
Granny Evvie had been listening open-mouthed all this time and as Pasy’s
voice trailed away, they both heard the sound. “Pheeee! Phaaaaw!
“Yu hear it Granny!” Patsy shouted and then threw herself at her grandmother
almost knocking her down to the ground.
“Control yuhself chile. Yuh is thirteen years ole, not three.” But Granny’s voice
sounded shaken. “Leh we tek a brave mind. The two of us will go an see.”
Patsy didn’t want to go but Granny Evvy pulled her along. Granny stopped in
her room and picked up something that she held clenched in her fist. As they
ventured outside, the sound became louder and louder. Patsy’s legs could hardly
support her but Granny Evvie’s mouth was pursed with determination.
“Is me and dem dis early mawning. Ah sleep wid de vial ah holy water under
me pillow last night.”
They came down the last step and the sound seemed to engulf them. Granny
Evvie’s eyes closed in prayer and her fingers fumbled for the little bottle.
“They under the house Granny,” Patsy was almost hysterical now. Granny
Evvie whipped out her bottle of holy water, wrenched out the stopper and threw its
contents under the house. She was rewarded with an indignant yelp. Both Granny
Evvie and Patsy almost fell over with fright. But as the yelping continued, they knelt
down rather cautiously and peered under the house.
There it was! Two eyes that gleamed eerily in the grey dawn. Mrs. Thomas’ dog
Flossie surrounded by a litter of pups! Granny Evvie sat down with a hard thump
and Patsy followed suit. They stayed like that for five minutes before they rose
shakily to their feet. Neither of them looked each other in the eyes, but Granny Evvie
muttered in a grumpy tone, “All yu children does want ole people to dead from heart
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attack. Yu doan know animals does behave like humans when dey giving birth. An
wha is dis yu say? Yu aint been to tek ashes? Me an yu have a lot to discuss …”
Granny Evvie’s voice trailed away. She walked slowly into her bedroom and
collapsed onto her bed.
Patsy crept silently into her room and breathed slowly; her heart beat had just
returned to normal.
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H. Nigel Thomas
Reflections on Desmond Cole’s The Skin We’re In: A Year of Black
Resistance and Power. Doubleday Canada, 2020. Nonfiction. 246 pages.
On the evening of February 12, 2020, I hurried from a talk I’d just delivered to
Amnistie internationale to the bookstore Drawn and Quarterly, hoping to hear most of
what Desmond Cole had to say about his book The Skin We’re In: A year of Black
Resistance and Power. I think I heard about half of the answers he gave to Emilie
Nicholas, who was interviewing him. Hearing Cole talk about the issues that
motivated his writing of the book was, for me, an added incentive to buy it. I was
already aware of Cole’s seminal role in exposing the Toronto police practice of
carding; i.e., the arbitrary and frequent stopping of non-Whites to amass data on
them. I had also seen Cole in Charles Officer’s documentary, The Skin We’re In. The
film, in which Cole is the central narrator and character, deals with the issues of racial
injustice that are the subject of Cole’s book.
I put The Skin We’re In alongside Robyn Maynard’s Policing Black Lives and
Cecil Foster’s They Call Me George. Each of these books documents the Black Canadian
struggle for basic justice and equality. Both Cole and Foster do so with ample
storytelling. In Cole’s case much of the storytelling is about his personal involvement,
along with others, in the struggle to hold the police, city councillors, school board
officials, citizenship and immigration officials, the organizers of Toronto Pride, and
Black politicians and policy wonks—including federal minister of immigration
Ahmed Hussen—accountable.
Each chapter of Cole’s book is titled after a month of the year 2017, a
structural device for which he credits Dionne Brand. For the most part, each chapter
prises one or more atrocities, usually committed by the police, mostly a killing or a
maiming, and tells the stories of those whose lives have been devasted by what often
seems like trigger-happy sadistic police officers. But just as important is the
community’s unflagging will to obtain justice and to put an end to such arbitrary and
wanton killing. When necessary Cole links this central story to similar stories before.
There is a chapter on the police presence in Ontario schools, the nefarious reasons for
the policy, and the battle to end it. Another chapter deals in depth with what I could
only call Canada’s pro-European immigration policy (which Foster also explores at
length), the measures put in place to keep out mainly black and brown peoples, and
the grievous and seemingly illogical policy of deporting adults who’ve lived in
Canada since infancy.
Cole also examines how successful Blacks could be manipulated into serving
the racist system. His analysis lays bare the schisms that exist between those who ally
themselves with power and in so doing become inadvertent apologists for an unjust
system. Implicitly, for Cole, meaningful Black organizations should be engaged in
activities that make a difference in the lives of Blacks. He lays bare a dilemma in the
Black communities: Do we or do we not enter into politics? The adage holds true that
in this capitalist society if you are not at the table, you are on it. It was true in 1885
when Europe carved up Africa and it is still true today. But entering into the system
often means that we are complicit in our people’s oppression. Austin Clarke told me
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that he’d joined the Conservative Party hoping to change it but had to get out before
it changed him. Nowhere is this more evident than in Ahmed Hussen’s portfolio. He
is the minister of an immigration system that is structured to keep Black immigration
to a trickle. But there’s validity in the argument that our presence at the table lessens
the damage.
Because of its storytelling, with aptly described settings and well-crafted
conversational prose, The Skin We Are In is a literary jewel. Its circular structure, the
solar year, symbolically embodies the perennial nature of Black oppression in
Canada—one might say, from Olivier Le Jeune (1634) to early Birchtown to beyond
Hogtown (I can think of the police killings in the 1980s: Albert Johnson, Macellus
François, Anthony Griffin . . . the list is long). The subtle literary quality of the text
imbues it with a captivating emotional power. I advise everyone to get a copy, read
it, and lend it to anyone who might not be able to afford a copy.
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H. Nigel Thomas
Review of Phillip Nanton, Riff: The Shake Keane Story, Dominica,
Papillote Press, 2020 (from the manuscript)
Riff: The Shake Keane Story is the biography of the Vincentian poet-jazz
musician Ellsworth McGranahan Keane (1927-1997). Shake Keane is St
Vincent’s best- known (perhaps its only) poet with an international reputation.
Less known is the fact that he is most likely St Vincent’s most accomplished
jazz musician. This biography, though brief, was thoroughly researched and
is erudite in content and style.
In the first chapter Nanton describes the interactions between him and
Shake in St Vincent in 1979 and offers an introductory summary of the book’s
content. Thereafter, beginning with the second chapter, the book becomes for
the most part a chronological account.
Chapter two offers a distillation of Shake’s life in St Vincent up to age
25. We learn of the social conditions in which he grew up; that it was a society
effervescing with the desire to remove the shackles of colonial control; that his
father, employing a very regimented pedagogy, taught all of his children
music, especially to play the trumpet, and made them part of the Keane
Family Band, with Shake having his first public performance at age six. We
follow Shake’s musical evolution in St Vincent, his schooling, both religious
and secular, as well as his beginnings as a poet working with other poets in St
Vincent and the English-speaking Caribbean. And we learn that the name
Shake, which came to eclipse his baptismal names, derives either from his love
of literature, hence from Shakespeare, or his love of music, in particular Duke
Ellington’s “Chocolate Shake.”
Chapter three deals briefly with Shake’s work at the BBC but focuses
primarily on his musical development in London, where, as a member of the
Joe Harriot Quintet, he learned to master the flugelhorn, integrated it into jazz,
and contributed to the establishment of free form jazz in Europe. This chapter
is notable as well for its descriptive detail. But Shake’s artistic success in
London wasn’t matched by financial success, and so he decided to try
Germany, where (chapter 5) he had the promise of stable work for three years.
This was followed by his working with different bands in Europe. It is in this
chapter that Nanton describes what could be called Shake’s philandering, his
marriages and liaisons, and his children, whom he neglected.
Chapter five focuses on the segment of Shake’s life that most people
have at least heard about: his return to St Vincent to head the newly-created
post of cultural officer. Shake’s experience is often cited as a cautionary tale to
intellectuals, who, having left the Caribbean’s insular, conservative societies
and spent decades in Europe or North America, decide to return. If Riff were
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a tragedy, this chapter would be its crisis. It shows how politics can assume a
tribal allure and purge itself of aliens. Chapter six, Shake’s move to New York,
and living there as an undocumented alien, would be the tragedy’s
denouement.
Nanton, who prior to writing this biography, was involved in several
projects promoting Shake’s works, brings this extensive knowledge to his
discussion of the poetry, especially where the poems evince jazz aesthetics.
He focuses too on the linguistic playfulness inherent in the poems. “Shake’s
most significant achievement,” according to Nanton—and most would
agree—is a blurring of the boundaries between these two art forms.” (6)
Suffice it to say that, because of the militaristic way in which Shake was raised,
there’s fruitful matter here as well for Freudian literary critics.
Obviously, in writing this biography, Phillip Nanton believes that
Shake Keane’s legacy should be preserved. There’s a bust of him in St Vincent,
and the University of the West Indies Open Campus Poetry Prize is named in
his honour. The promise of a Vincentian literature that Shake, Owen
Campbell and Danny Williams proclaimed in the 1950s is still to be achieved,
but this biography reminds us that it is still alive.
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Blossom Thom is a poet, editor, and proofreader. Her poems document Black experiences,
play with form, and, occasionally, include embedded text. Her poetry has appeared during
art collaborations and in literary magazines. Blossom emigrated with her family from
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KOLA is a non-profit magazine published biannually and depends largely on
subscription, donations and advertisement. We therefore invite readers and
subscribers to help us keep the magazine going. Become a sponsor by sending us a
cheque of 25$ or more. Your contribution will be acknowledged for a year in the issues
we publish. Subscribe and advertise. Our rates are: full page, 250$, half page 150$,
quarter page 100$, inside cover, 350$, business card, 50$.
Yes, I would like to be a sponsor of Kola $________
Yes, I would like to take an ad in Kola ( ) full page, ( ) half page.
( ) quarter page (all ads must be camera ready)
Yes, I would like to subscribe to Kola. Enclosed is my cheque or
money order.
Subscription rates: Please check the appropriate box, ( ) 1 year
individual, $50. (2 issues) ( ) 1 Year institutions $60, plus $15 for shipping and
handling.
Name: ___________________________________________
Address: _______________________________________
City: _______________________________________
Province/State: ________________
Postal code___________
Please submit your manuscripts electronically in Word Document
tojan08@videotron.ca. We welcome book reviews (700 words max), Short fiction,
literary criticism (3,500 words or less), and poetry (3 poems max, 3 pages).Mailing
Address: 212-1838 Victoria Ave, Longueuil, QC, Canada J4V 1M5.
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